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At the Pakuranga Mall, seven-year-old
Harry enjoyed his game against
Anderina McLean, helped by Janice
Cherry. His delight was complete when he
was presented with a $10 Westfield
Pakuranga voucher!

Rosalind helps another sevenyear-old with his game against
Janice. He didn’t quite get his
game finished as it was
presentation time, but he, too was
very excited to get a $10 voucher!
See pages 7-9 for reports on the
Pakuranga Mall Tournament.
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From the Editor
Hallo, halloo, halloa, hello, hillo, hilloa,
holla, hollo, holloo, holloa, hullo, hulloa,
hulloo and welcome!
A non-Scrabbler would never dream of
greeting people that way, I thought, when I
saw the opening greeting of the editorial in
SA News (Scrabble newsletter from
Singapore).
That got me thinking. What behaviours
in everyday life are peculiar to Scrabble
players? I can only go by my own:

 GYN 331. GYN‘s not a

When I was in the workforce

 On short journeys that I do often, I count

 In a boring meeting, I would note seven

and eight-letter words on overhead
transparencies during presentations, and
look for their anagrams.

 If I ran out of words before the slide got

changed (corporate wank-words tend to
get repeated a lot), I would write down
(for example) every third letter on the
slide, and as soon as I had 7-8 letters, try
to find a bonus.

 I kept a Scrabble word list on my desk, so

when the spell checker said a word wasn‘t
a word, I could check whether it really
was a word in my (ie. Scrabble) world. The
Word program I use allows WORDLIST*
but I know that‘s wrong, so never use it
myself. It never liked MATINGS, but both
Scrabble and my workplace accept it!

 When I came across new words in the

course of my work, like HAPLOID,
EUPLOID and DIPLOID, I could look
them up immediately and hopefully learn
them.

On car journeys

 I always travel on a long trip with my

Scrabble dictionary on the passenger seat
beside me. No, I don‘t look at it when I‘m
driving (!!) but I often pull off the road to
check something I‘ve been thinking about.

 I look at car number plates. GPI 7654.

What‘s the shortest
word I can find using the
letters G, P and I in that
order? GAPIER,
GYPSIES?
word; but what threeletter words do end in
YN? – SYN, WYN. Or
start with GY? – GYM, GYP. Or start with
G and end with N? – all the vowels fit.
how many cars have legit words on their
numberplates. Between my place and
Shirley Martin‘s, the record is nine, CUZ,
DAE, EAN, EAR, DRY, BEL, CAY, COL,
AUF. (I look forward to the time, in 2086
or whenever, when they will have used up
all the 3-lettered combinations – at the
moment, they‘re only up to about D – by
then I might I finally know all my threes,
and won‘t play bogus words like YUH as I
did in the Tauranga tournament!)

At home

 I read packages on the table. Did you

know that Meadowfresh yoghurt contains
acidophilus (would make a nice extension
for a bonus from ACID) and bifidus?

 Only a Scrabble player would get up from

breakfast to check if BIFIDUS is a word. It
isn‘t! How many people would know what
bifidus* is? Well, now I know it‘s not a real
word, I don‘t actually care! However, its
anagram FIDIBUS is OK (something you
use for lighting a candle or pipe).
Do I have these peculiar behaviours on
my own? Or are yours weirder?
Weirder is an anagram for REWIRED …
and that‘s it! We‘re just
wired a different way from
non-Scrabblers!
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From the Executive
Spring daffodils and little bouncing
lambs give me the goose bumps at this
time of the year. It is a pleasure to see,
after the horrific winter we have endured
in New Zealand. The insurance industry
has taken the biggest hammering of all
times, and premiums are set to rise again,
to cover some of the claims from these
monumental disasters. Claims staff have
been worked off their feet, and huge
delays have been encountered in phone
calls to the source of lodgement.
Frustrations are all around and no end is
in sight. You can‘t help but feel sorry for
the people who have seen their home slip
down a bank and disappear into oblivion.
Please bring on the sun and warmth of
summer.
For some, the journey to Norfolk will
again bring pleasure to New Zealanders
and Aussies alike. There will be extra
warmth there, as it is at a slightly later
time this year. Thelma and I will see you if
you are attending, and I know it will be a
grand event, as always. Glennis and Jeff do
a fantastic job in the preparation for the
festival, and it is always appreciated by
those who attend.
Olivia Godfrey recently won a trip to
Paris with a prize winning essay. Olivia will
be experiencing a white Christmas for the
first time, and Jonathan will be tagging
along for the ride. Congratulations Olivia,
you are truly amazing. I can‘t think of
anyone more dedicated than Olivia to
―watching‖ tennis and being able to give a
blow by blow account of the events. This
too takes skill that sighted people take for
granted. If you were unaware that Olivia
had visual impairment, you would swear
she could see 100%.
The various club tournaments of
recent months have been well attended,
thanks to the organisers of each event.

Kapiti deserves a
big mention here, as
Steven Brown lost
his grandmother,
and Graeme his
mother, just days
before the
tournament. With
dedication to Scrabble, they still staged a
wonderful tourney, and Steven won the A
grade. Well done, Steven. Another nice
touch that the club provided was the
awarding of prizes after the top three in
each grade, to a player not already in the
winners circle. That helped to spread the
circle of achievers. Nice touch.
The plan for the next management
meeting is to get a calendar together for
the tourneys for next year, 2009, to see a
better spread of location and time. March
is already booked with Rotorua in the first
week and my birthday tournament on 14
and 15 March. Get your air tickets now
and come to a fun party that weekend.
We will also be discussing matters
raised by members in connection with the
running of the Nationals in two letters
that have been referred to the Executive,
namely, that some players feel that
―everything is all for the Worlds‖ and the
ordinary NZASP member is missing out.
So what do YOU think our priorities
should be? Is the Nationals ―special‖
enough? If not, how do you suggest they
be improved?
Please think about these matters and
discuss with your fellow Club members so
that we can have a worthwhile discussion
at the next management meeting.
Take care, Scrabble hard, and we‘ll
meet soon.

Lynn
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Our Nigel
At the end of July, our New Zealand
Scrabble player, Nigel Richards, the
current World Scrabble Champion,
created history when he became the first
player to hold the word game‘s three top
titles.
Nigel won the North American Open
Scrabble Championship in Orlando,
Florida, to go with the world title he won
in November and the British title he won
this year. In its 30 years of history, this
tournament has never been won by a non
North American – and he had to unlearn
30-40,000 words!
In winning the North American
Championship, Nigel became the first
player to hold all three titles at once.
No one has ever held two of them, let
alone three. In Howard Warner‘s words.
―That feat qualifies him as the greatest
player in the history of the game.‖

Lapses in concentration 5
- by Shirley Martin
I had a lapse in concentration at the
Whangarei Tournament, which showed up
an interesting situation that might
otherwise have gone unnoticed.
I was playing Kris Saether, and meant
to put down SOOTIER in the only place
available for a bonus. I added up the score,
announced it, then noticed that I had
misplaced the T in the word.
―Oh‖, I said starting to remove the
bogus word.
Kris said, ―Don‘t worry about it –
leave it.‖
―No,‖ I said, ―I have to take it off.‖
―I‘d really rather you left it,‖ Kris
insisted. ―You will wish you had!‖
―No, it‘s got to come off,‖ I insisted in
turn, as I removed the last of the letters.
―That is the rule.‖
Kris started his turn, and I stared
disbelievingly as SOOTIER appeared in my
spot!
He glanced up at my stunned
expression. We both laughed. It was so
funny! How often would that happen –
that both players would have identical
letters (no blanks) at the same time?

Scrabble
doesn’t
have to
finish after
you die
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Mailbox
- from Cheryl Melvin, USA

About 31 Scrabblers from throughout
the United States will be travelling next
January to your region of the world. I
thought it would be fun to make new
international friends and to toss a few tiles
while in port if there were some folks in
interested in any of our port cities.
Although many of us do not regularly
play Sowpods, there are some that would
not be afraid to try it anyway.
Here‘s the schedule of stops we make:
January 18 depart Auckland, NZ
(some will be there for a couple of
days prior)
January 19 Tauranga
January 21 Napier
Janaury 22 Wellington
January 23 Christchurch
January 24 Dunedin
It looks like we will be in port from
about 7am to 6pm in most places. We
would love to meet others who share our
passion for Scrabble and maybe some of
your countrymen would even love to
show us the sites that they think we
would appreciate. Of course, we would
have to rely on public transportation.
I have not checked with the other
cruisers, but if we can make arrangements
for a get-together, it would be great for
international relations.

- from Yvette Hewlett, Independent

I‘d like to make a special mention of
the Brown family for putting on the Kapiti
Scrabble Tournament, even in the middle
of their sad week, when they lost their
mother/mother-in-law/grandmother.
Straight after the tournament they
would have had to head back up to

Auckland for the funeral. Obviously a very
sad time for them all.
It was a lovely tournament in a nice
venue, and they did a great job. Thanks
very much.

- from Pam Robson, Independent

On the Saturday night of the Hamilton
Tournament, Jennifer Smith organised and
ran a quiz evening that attracted was a
good turnout of around 50 Scrabblers and
friends (10 teams).
This quiz was interesting, fun, and so
well put together. Jennifer must be
congratulated for the research and the
thought that she put into it.
I‘ve been to quite a few quiz evenings,
but this was by far the best. Well done,
Jennifer! Thanks again.

- from Jeff Grant, Independent

In the last issue (p39) it was noted that
the 12-letter SULPHHYDRYLS is the
longest Scrabble word with only one
vowel (not counting Y). It was stated ‗the
whole world could play Scrabble
continuously for the next 100 years, and
still that word would never be played!‘
On the contrary, SULPHHYDRYLS
can theoretically be played quite easily. If
DRY is on the board, with the letters H
and S placed one square away from each
end, and your rack is SULPHYL, you can
make SULPHHYDRYLS through the
H_DRY_S. It‘s really not that much more
impressive than Nigel Richards‘ famous
CHLORODYNE move.
Of course, in future our Scrabble
dictionary may list the drugs slang term
SULPH (amphetamine sulphate). Then it
would be a simple extension of seven
letters to SULPHHYDRYLS.
A hundred years is a long time. Never
say never!
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Pakuranga Mall Tournament
- by Liz Fagerlund, Mount Albert

T

his was very
successful, and I
think everyone
enjoyed themselves. Great
to see some relatively new
players; some players who
had travelled a distance,
especially Bev Edwards
from Whangarei and
Jennifer Smith from
Hamilton, Sheila Green on
holiday from England and
Patrick Carter who came
out of Scrabble retirement
to play.
There was a lot of
interest from the public,
and many people took
information away with them about
Scrabble Clubs, particularly the Pakuranga
club as most of the shoppers were locals.
All the players were great about people
watching their games and many paused
their clocks and answered questions that
were asked during the game – not
something that would happen in a normal

Part of the venue

tourney! After games were finished, lots
of players left their game on the board so
that onlookers could see the finished
game. Children were interested too, and
one nine-year-old with his dad said he had
won a Scrabble competition at school.
Janice Cherry came along in the afternoon
and helped me with chatting to members
of the public while games
were in progress.
Many people said they would
come back on the Sunday to
play a game or two.
The top five of the 30
players on the Saturday
were (in order) Howard
Warner, Patrick Carter
(who could not play on
Sunday), Glennis Hale,
Andrew Bradley, Chris
Hooks and Mary Gray.
On the Sunday we had 18
players, so there were some
spare tables and boards for
members of the public to
Janice Cherry teaches a youngster
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Kris thinks “EUOI”

as it was presentation time, but he, too
was very excited to get a $10 voucher!
The top five players for Sunday were
John Foster, Howard Warner, Lawson
Sue, Patrick Carter, Rosalind Phillips and
Kris Saether.
Overall first six placings for the two
days were Howard (10 wins), Patrick (8),
John (8), Glennis (7.5), Lawson (7.5), and
Chris (6).
Thanks to all who played and made
the day a success. Also to Val Mills who
copied off lots of word lists which many
members of the public look copies of,
Janice Cherry who came to help for most
of Sunday and some of Saturday, and Pat
Wareing who helped on Sunday. Many
thanks to Sheetal, the marketing manager
for Pakuranga and the person responsible
for suggesting a tourney there. She was
fantastic!
It was decided that perhaps with only
30 entrants, $600 worth of vouchers was
too much – however, Sheetal was
adamant that she wanted $600 worth of
vouchers to go to NZ Scrabble, so we
have $200 worth of vouchers remaining
for us to use for another event, perhaps
just a one-day, and we need to hold that
before December.
Any offers from someone else to run
the next one would be great as I would
love to play next time!

come and have a game too.
Unfortunately, although the weather
didn‘t seem as bad as the previous day,
this time the wind was blowing the wrong
way – straight into the entrance doors
near where we were placed – and they
opened frequently, so it was pretty cold,
with no other available space to move to.
We managed to rearrange the tables a
bit, but it wasn‘t ideal. That also possibly
was another thing that stopped members
of the public from having a game. In the
end we had two – and they were both
seven years old! Harry completed a game
against Anderina, helped by Janice; and
thoroughly enjoyed himself – especially
when I presented him with a $10
Westfield Pakuranga voucher!
Near the end, another little boy and
his mum were
watching Val‘s game
– Val took the time
to explain things to
him as the game
progressed, and
eventually he decided
to have a game
himself, against
Janice. When
Rosalind finished her
game, she helped
him. He didn‘t quite
It’s all concentration at this table of (clockwise from left) John,
get his game finished
Marianne, Jennifer and Howard
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the six games on the
Saturday but was
then brought back to reality
on the Sunday by not
winning a single game.
I did have a brief few
minutes thinking I had won
the highest scoring word
that was not a bonus word
and that was ZAX for 64
points, but then Howard
Rogelio, Su, Hazel and Kate are also concentrating hard fronted up with DURZI for
points so that is a word I will never
“Look, it’s Scrabble” 80
forget. Another word I will never forget
- by Bev Edwards, Whangarei is that you can plural KEF as that would
Due to a set of circumstances, I was
have won me a game on the Sunday, but I
the only player to travel down from
was too unsure so did not put it down.
Whangarei to Pakuranga for the
As it turned out it was my last move so
Westfield sponsored Tournament that
that too was a good learning curve.
was held at the Pakuranga Mall. The
It was a lovely atmosphere with the
tables were placed by the entry door to
players who attended and the weather
the Mall near the checkout at Foodtown
and situation was good on the Saturday,
and there was a huge amount of people
but on the Sunday the wind had changed
traffic passing by and checking on what
around and every time the main doors
the set up was for.
opened there was a winter blast so we
Comments like ―Look, it‘s Scrabble‖,
needed our thermals and snow gear to
―Is that really a word‖, ―I have a Scrabble
survive that day.
set but no one will play it with me‖,
There is another Tournament
―Where do you have your Club‖, etc.
planned before Christmas and I would
etc. Liz organised it incredibly well and I
encourage others to join in and enjoy the
would assume that Pakuranga Club would experience as I did.
have quite a few more members due to
this display.
From my perspective, I
played games with people that
normally in competition I
would never have a chance to
be opposite and felt I learnt a
lot from that experience. My
very first game was against
Andrew and after my score on
that game wondered what I
was doing there!!! I think I was
one of the lowest graded
players at the event so
therefore was thrilled to
Power Scrabble at this table of Val, Lawson,
manage to win three out of
Rosalind and Kris
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Club News
Christchurch
Our June/July newsletter marked
the seventeenth year since the
newsletter was first printed in 1991,
seven years after the Club began.
So it was appropriate that we had
a record number of players (45) at
our tournament in May.
Dunedin
Scrabble For Fun
A total of 120 primary
schoolchildren, played over three
days (two heats and a final) in this
fun event. We had good publicity in
The Star (free community newspaper)
and also on the local TV station
(Channel 9). Thanks to Ruth
Groffman for all her hard work.
Bill Grigg has had another small
stroke, but is recovering well. He is
still playing Scrabble and still playing
phoneys if he thinks he can get away
with them!
Hamilton
We were pleased with the
turnout at our Hamilton
Tournament in August, and with the
number of Scrabble players
who supported our inaugural
quiz evening on the Saturday
night. Response from
participants and their friends,
families and billets has been
so positive, we have decided
to make the quiz night a
feature of Hamilton
tournaments in future.
You‘ll be pleased to know
Jennifer is already researching
questions for the next one!

Wacky and repeating
- by Joan Thomas, Hastings
Here is a wacky definition for
Scrabblers. Note that it is also a repeating
pair to add to the collection.
SHWESHWE - A word of
encouragement whispered in a baby‘s ear
during potty training (my mother‘s tried
and true method!)
[Much easier to remember than as an cotton
print fabric in Africa! - Ed.]

“Hi, my name is J8I1M3 and I think I’m
addicted to Scrabble.”

The Hamilton quiz leaderboard
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Competition
Corner
Solution: Contest no. 91
Tony Charlton (Nelson), Doreen
Ogston (Christchurch) and Suzanne
Harding (Whangarei) found
QUADROON for 86 points. No-one
mentioned the eye-catching
GMELINITE/GADROON play for 104.
However, the best move is to
extend QUIST to CONQUISTADOR
for a score of 116 points. This was
found by Hazel Purdie (Mount Albert),
Lyn Toka (Kiwi), Glennis Hale
(Independent), Joan Thomas (Hastings)
and Margaret Bignall. First name out of
the hat was Joan. Congratulations!
Scrabble Contest no. 92
In these anagram pairs, the first term
is a New Zealand place name, and the
second is an anagram of that place
allowed in Scrabble.
The clues indicate the general
location of the place, followed by a brief
definition of the anagram, with the
length of each word in brackets.
Example: Hawke‘s Bay hoarding (8)
= HASTINGS STASHING
[Note: in some cases the place name
is also allowed in Scrabble.]
1. Horowhenua vivify (5)
2. Poverty Bay making serious (8)
3. Hawke‘s Bay plundering (6)
4. Rangitikei head nurse (6)
5. Nelson marijuana puffs (5)
6. Auckland relevant (7)
7. Hutt Valley moonshine (6)
8. Westland in uproar (5)
9. Central Plateau anticipation (8)
10. Canterbury stomachs (6)

11. Westland condemners (7)
12. Marlborough of connecting bridge (6)
13. Waiheke Island denial (8)
14. Wairarapa African animal (6)
15. Auckland cycle pumps (9)
16. Canterbury in no place (7)
17. Tasman not baptised (9)
18. Southland repairs (9)
19. Otago plaster (10)
20. Taranaki township (6)
Send entries by mail or email to:
Jeff Grant
‗Ardra‘
1109 Allenby St
Hastings 4122
ardra@paradise.net.nz
Closing date is 20 November 2008.
The winner will receive a book prize.

Unscrabble* this nursery rhyme
Diminutive device for raising dealer of bony
growths
Placed cool one force into an inescapable
position
Gormandising that which is possessed by him
at yuletide
An especially badly bowled ball
He expressed something in a certain manner
inside his pollex
Also injured by overuse into the open air one
desirable thing
In addition mentioned earlier such an ethical
stripling
Before noon the square root of an imaginary
number.
Answer on page 44.
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Careful!
- from Heather Landon, Tauranga

Warning on my four-year-old
grandson's footpath scooter. Obviously,
some of the meaning has been lost in
translation.
WARNING
1. Please don't slide on the ground in
the rugged place, ice and snow in the
landslide, mountain valley.
2. Please don't slide on the lane of
motor vehicle.
3. Forbid two people to share a scooter
and slide.
4. Forbid being used in the acrobatics.
5. Please or slide in evening in the fog.
6. Forbid sliding after drinking.
7. This product is only for adult to use.
When children use there should
guardians that guides.
8. Please go prudently while using, if
there are conditions, please wear and
protect the articles.
9. Please use the part that a supplier
offered.
10. To using it in a product, the damage
of injury caused by the unwise use, or
of violation operation the
manufacturer does not bear any
responsibility.

ANAGRAM CORNER

Scrabblers are dab hands at
transposing letters, for example FIERY
to REIFY and UNBUILT to TUBULIN.
On a higher level, BELLIGERENTS could
be called a REBELLING SET.
Here are anagrams of six players
from the Westfield Pakuranga weekend
in July:

KRIS SAETHER
SHEILA GREEN
SU WALKER
CHRIS HIGGINS
ANTONIA AARTS
LAWSON SUE

THERE’S A RISK
HER SAGE LINE
WALK SURE
RICH SIGHINGS*
ATTAIN AN’ SOAR
SEAL US NOW

I don’t want to drink
a beer with the
President
John Amaechi, a best selling author in
the US and UK, said, writing on the
website Daily Voice:
A campaign to pick the leader of the
free world should not be based on who
you‘d like to have as a neighbour, or who
seems ―nicer‖ or more ―down to earth‖. I
don‘t want the guy-next-door for a
president, or some guy who‘d get the
most friends on MySpace.
I don‘t want some guy who I can
imagine would come over to my place for
game night, to have some beers or to
watch American Idol. I don‘t want
someone who is so ―down-to-earth‖ that
he thinks giving up golf is a sacrifice worth
talking about.
I actually do want someone who might
like to play Scrabble; but I want him to
know he doesn‘t have time for that until
all Americans get health care, New
Orleans gets the help it still needs and a
dozen or so other massive social
problems are solved. I want someone so
smart – so elite – that I‘d only offer to
play Scrabble with him because I know he
doesn‘t have the time to take me up on
my offer – because I know if he did, he‘d
kick my arse.

All lined up
- by Jennifer Smith, Hamilton

At Club night, after five plays, Erana
Davis and I had set up a most unusual
pattern across the centre of the board:
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Highest single
turn
- from Tony Charlton, Nelson

I was looking at the NZ
Scrabble Records and in
particular the highest single turn.
The hypothetical board at
right, though rather unlikely,
could yield a much higher score.
It is your turn and you have
the letters ELAXTIN on your
rack. What is the highest
possible score?
Answer on page 44.

Squarely in the
middle
- by Howard Warner, Mount
Albert

At the recent Westfield Pakuranga
Tournament, Lynne Powell and I, with our
first two turns each, created a perfect 4x3
block in the centre of our board. It looked
like this:

HAS
ORA
PUD
EMO
PUD was the first word played.
Has anyone managed a 4x4 in a real
game?

Entrapping ZA
- by Jeff Grant, Independent

Regarding Sam‘s ZA query (p39, June
Forwords), maybe the letters on the box
in Entrapment aren‘t a word at all. Why
write ‗pizza‘ on a pizza box? Perhaps it
was supplied by Zippo-Alto pizza express,
or it‘s a code for zucchini and anchovy
(yuk!), or a clever play on the initial
letters of the surnames of the film‘s star,
Catherine Zeta-Jones and its director,

John Amiel. Who knows?
Anyway, Entrapment is supposedly an
American film (20th Century Fox), so the
use of ZA for ‗pizza‘ wouldn‘t be that odd
– except for the British actors and
locations. Maybe it‘s one of those movie
in-jokes you hear about sometimes.
The term ZA originated as campus
slang in the United States in the 1960s, so
there is no reason the Brits would have
adopted it for Scrabble before the
Americans.

dAZZLING
dOZEN

The countries CHINA and TURKEY are
allowed in Scrabble because they have
other, uncapitalised meanings, as have
BRAZIL, PANAMA, CHILE and SPAIN.
Here are a dozen more examples.
RUSSIA
BOLIVIA
CANADA
JORDAN ANGOLA
MOROCCO
GREECE
GAMBIA
JAPAN
CONGO ZAIRE
MALI
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An unexpurgated view of Nigel Richards

I

guess it was round about the
summer of 1996 that Nigel
Richards first drew his bicycle up
to the stand outside the headquarters of
the Christchurch Scrabble Club in
Hutcheson Street and began what was to
be one of the most scintillating Scrabble
careers you can imagine.
Nigel had been playing Scrabble at
home and the club was very pleased to
have aboard a new and interesting
member. Nigel started well with only the
more senior players beating him and then
not out of turn.
Within a year if I had excellent racks
and played my top game I would beat him
by 5-10 points, but not otherwise. Within
a further year opponents would have
special t-shirts made and would dance on
the table if they beat him by any margin
whatsoever.
Alongside this, Nigel was doing
excellent administrative work on the
committee of the Christchurch Scrabble
Club and was overhauling the NZ
Scrabble ratings system.
Liz Fagerlund recalls that Nigel‘s very
first tournament was an unrated club one
in Christchurch — she remembers asking
him if that would get him keen on
tourneys now and he said something like,
―Not sure, I‘ve done that now [played
and won all games], maybe I‘ll find
something else.‖ Fortunately for New
Zealand Scrabble, he didn‘t!
I have only a rough recollection of
Nigel‘s Scrabble career to date, but the
following, however inaccurate or
anecdotal, is how I recall it:
14 September 1996
Nigel‘s first official tourney is the
Canterbury Open, where he wins the C
grade with, for him, a low average of 417.

- by Paul Lister, Christchurch
22 November 1996
Nigel sets the still unbeaten threegame aggregate record of 1805 points,
scoring 618, 531 and 656 (and we can be
certain none of these was a ―book‖
game).
November 1996
Nigel‘s first tournament.
Wins B grade of Dunedin Open with
512 average (gulp!)
Travels to Dunedin from
Christchurch by bicycle cycling overnight
then returns same way!
January 1997
Wins E grade at Pakuranga with 584
average (!!) then annihilates A grade at
Wellington and Nelson in quick order.
About this time, a Christchurch club
member, Elsie Malkin (who no longer
goes to Scrabble), says, ―One day that
boy will be World Scrabble Champion‖.
June 1997
Wins A grade NZ Nationals.
August 1997
Takes No 1 ranking in NZ after
remarkable win at Hamilton Tournament

Nigel at one of the few NZ Masters
tournaments he played in—he won in 1999
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with an average score of nearly 480 and
after winning the preceding three
tournaments.
The British Scrabble Newsletter dubs
him ―The Tiger Woods of Scrabble‖, and
warns UK players to make the most of
his absence from the World
Championships, because ―he‘ll obviously
be a serious contender next time
around!‖
November 1997
Scores 717 playing against Heather
Port at Christchurch Unrated
Tournament - in this game Nigel plays six
bonus words INDARTS, DUALIZES,
SQUELCH, PINOCLE, UNGYVING and
IRIDEAL.
August 1998
Repeats the feat at Hamilton
Tournament with 6 bonus words against
John Foster (John himself got two bonus
words in the game!).
October 1998
Nigel inflicts a new New Zealand
record margin of 504 against myself at a
club game. (Fortunately Karyn McDougall
then Peter Sinton improved this record
shortly afterward beating up some poor
sod and sparing me the ignominy of an
unwanted place on the NZ Scrabble
Records list!)
Later the same month at a club game,
Nigel makes one of his all time great plays
— on a line where there were an O, a
further O then an E all separated and
with only consonants on his own rack he
places the 10 letter CHLORODYNE!
May 1999
Nigel wins the 15-game South Island
Champs.
Nigel‘s expectancy is 14.9, and he
wins 15/15 with a 2264 spread!
June 1999
His apprenticeship completed, Nigel is
now playing on the Asia circuit where a
huge international career unfolds.
Nigel wins the Bangkok King‘s Cup

and the Kuala Lumpur International in
quick succession.
November 1999
Nigel places 8th in the World
Scrabble Champs in Melbourne.
In one of his games there is a
subliminal interchange with future world
champ Adam Logan: THIONIN is
extended to THIONINE which Nigel
extends to ETHIONINE and then Adam
to METHIONINE! (And I thought I was
smart knowing the CAR/CARL/CARLE/
CARLES/CARLESS extensions!)
January 2000
Wins Thailand World Masters in
Bangkok.
March 2000
Wins the 2nd Penang YMCA
Tournament with 14/15 games, a spread
of 2064 and a top score of 700.
May 2000
Wins five Asian events on the trot,
culminating in victory at the World
Scrabble Masters in Malaysia.
July 2000
Wins King‘s Cup in Bangkok followed
by Genting Permai Resort Tournament
win in August with an outstanding 16/18
record.
October 2000
Nigel has extended to 13 consecutive
victories with possibly the most
outstanding being a 17/18 win at the
Malaysia Open 20-22 October.
Goes on to win further two in
November.
June 2001
Wins Malaysian Masters.
July 2001
Wins Kings Cup, beating Paul Cleary
of Australia.
Followed by an excellent 14/15 win in
the Penang Open.
July 2002
Wins 3rd consecutive King‘s Cup.
August 2002
In spite of a lot of speculation about
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Nigel playing in the pre-WSC
event in 2003
how Nigel would perform in his first
tournament using only the US word
sources, Nigel finishes an outstanding 2nd
in the US Scrabble Open, succumbing
only to New York word wizard Joel
Sherman.
October 2003
I had the pleasure of playing at the
pre-World Scrabble Championship in
Kuala Lumpur. It was a brilliant
environment and I totally enjoyed it, save
for three reservations.
Firstly, they announced that in the
opening round no one from the same
country would play their own
countryman in game 1 - they then pitted
our two best players, Howard and Nigel,
against each other! (Howard ground out
a 3-point win against Nigel but none of us
NZ players were happy about this).
Secondly, they cut the tournament
three games short of the advertised
number due to the tournament extending
into the time of observation of a local
religious day. Officials told us it made no
difference — the placings were already
established (duh! — I don‘t think so — a
hell of a lot of changes to placings happen
during the final three rounds of a
tournament!)
My final regret was that Nigel was
unfortunately not able to play for either

NZ or even Malaysia in the main event
due to each country‘s selection criteria at
that time. Nigel gave the best possible
answer to all this by winning this preWSC Tournament well and leaving
everyone thinking how the WSC was
being cheated by his absence.
July 2004
Nigel beats Andrew Fisher of
Australia to win the King‘s Cup.
August 2004
Nigel scores another high placing in
the US Scrabble Open — this time 3rd
behind Trey Wright and David Gibson.
November 2005
Nigel finishes 47th at WSC in
London.
July 2006
Nigel beats Nigeria‘s Femi Awowade
to win the King‘s Cup, followed shortly
after by a 3rd in the Penang Scrabble
Open.
July 2007
Nigel beats Thailand‘s Komol to again
take the King‘s Cup.
November 2007
Nigel claims WSC in Mumbai beating
Ganesh of Malaysia.

January 2008
Nigel wins UK Open by stunning
margin of 8 games!

July 2008
Nigel beats Brian Cappelletto to take
the US Scrabble Championship.
Brian Cappelletto had also been given
the ―Tiger‖ nickname, so the two Tigers
were battling out this year‘s North
American champs!

August 2008
Nigel finishes one game ahead of
Craig Beevers to win British Scrabble
Championship.

Many thanks to Liz Fagerlund for helping
with information for this article
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The world’s youngest and newest star
The Otago Daily Times reported in July “NZ Scrabble champion beaten by teenage girl”.
―New Zealand‘s world Scrabble
champion Nigel Richards has been beaten
in Thailand‘s annual King‘s Cup Scrabble
tournament – by a 15-year-old girl from
Malaysia.
Ong Suanne of Penang beat Richards
in the final round of the international
Scrabble competition in Bangkok. She was
the first Malaysian, the first female, and
the youngest champion in the
tournament‘s 23-year history.‖
Meanwhile, the Malaysian Star
reported on her win against Nigel:
Ong Suanne
―Ranked No.2 in Malaysia, Ong Suanne
The King’s Cup
proved that her 12th placing in the World
Scrabble Championships last year was no
The King‘s Cup is in many ways a
fluke and that she has the ability and
more gruelling test than the World
temperament to defeat world class
Championship itself. The World
Scrabble players.
Championship is played in a quiet,
―The laconic and unflappable Nigel
carpeted ballroom and the finals are held
Richards of New Zealand, also the
in a separate room, and broadcast to the
reigning world champion, has won the
other contestants via CCTV.
King‘s Cup trophy seven times.
The King‘s Cup is held in a cavernous
―Suanne has a good all-round game but hall or stadium filled with thousands of
what sets her apart from the crowd is her
milling competitors in the student
maturity and steely composure during
divisions with continuous loud music in
competitions, a major asset in the hurlythe background. The finals are held
burly that is the King‘s Cup.
onstage and each move is announced to a
―The placing stage of the King‘s Cup is
live audience. Players have been known to
a 27-game trial by fire against some of the
succumb to the intense pressure during
fiercest opposition anywhere. To expect
the final rounds, and the finals itself.
Suanne to make the finals is like asking
one of the best lady tennis players to
“One classy guy”
reach the men‘s singles finals at
After Nigel Richards had won the
Wimbledon. This is what Suanne managed
USA Championships, American Sherrie
to do. If the King‘s Cup is Wimbledon,
Saint John congratulated him and asked
then Nigel Richards would be Roger
him why it took so long.
Federer. Suanne not only beat Richards,
According to Sherrie, he
she won in the Scrabble equivalent of
deadpanned, ―You haven‘t made it easy
straight sets. This being Bangkok, Suanne
with this silly dictionary issue...‖
was mobbed and carried off shoulder high
Sherrie says, ―Nigel is one classy guy.
from the field by her supporters after her
I can say with great honesty that we are
stupendous victory.‖
all delighted to have our first NON
North American champion be Nigel.‖
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Overseas News
Bahrain
Look for results of the 2nd annual
‗Festival of the Mind‘ to be held in Bahrain
in October.
The highlight of the festival is the
thrilling annual World Memory
Championships, featuring competitors who
can memorise 4,000 digit numbers and
recall with absolute accuracy at least ten
pack of cards in one hour. Last year‘s
champion, Dr Gunther Karsten of Erfurt,
Germany, who won the 16th World
Memory Championship in the Kingdom of
Bahrain, is expected to defend his title.
Two new elements have been added
this year with the introduction, for the first
time, of an Inter-Schools‘ Challenge and an
Inter-University Challenge in four disciplines
Chess, Scrabble, Dhama and Sudoku.
In addition there will be workshops in
accelerated learning, specific mind
development techniques as well as learning
how to develop your memory.

France
1191 players participated in the
prestigious Vichy tournament. Winner was
Eugenie Michel (who also won the Pairs
event in partnership with Etienne Budry).
This is the first victory for a woman at a
major Scrabble event in Farnce.

Malaysia
Malaysian National Youth
championship
1. Ong Suanne (age 16), retaining the
Malaysian National Youth championship
title.
2. Beng Way
3. Jen Ho
Towards the end of the tournament, it
became clear that the only way Ong
Suanne, the title-holder, could lose the
championship was if she lost the remaining

three games. She just needed
one win out of the next three to clinch the
title. But her next opponent was Jen Ho,
who had already beaten her once earlier.
He won the first two games convincingly.
The final game began in fierce fashion
with Jen Ho starting with a 48-point move.
Suanne had a decisive lead after playing
ETOURDI (foolish) and UREDINE (a skin
condition), despite Jen Ho‘s high scoring
moves of JOTAS (a Spanish dance, BEAUX
(a male admirer), and SHIVERER. But
Suanne bingoed* out with TAUTOGS (a
kind of fish) to win 499-342.
Unfortunately for Jen Ho, his big loss to
Suanne caused him to fall to third place as
Beng Way made his way to second.

Malta
International Tournament
1. Theresa Camilleri, Malta
2. Paloma Raychbart, UK
3. Jared Robinson, UK

Nigeria
Verallen Scrabble Tourney, Abuja,
August
Masters category:
1. Dennis Ikekeregorl, Africa‘s Scrabble
Champion (winning N100,000)
2. Moses Peters, Ogun State (N60,000)
3. Jighere Wellington (colour television set)
Intermediate category:
1. Moshood Sanni (N70,000)
2. Ambakedere Ebiowui (N40,000)
Open category:
1. Okwelogu Chinedu (N45,000)

Pakistan
The Mind Sports Association of Pakistan
(MSAP) held the First National Mind
Championships in Karachi in August, in
collaboration with the Pakistan Chess
Federation, Pakistan Bridge Federation and
the Pakistan Scrabble Association. The aim

of holding the competitions is to promote
bridge, chess and Scrabble in particular
amongst youth as a mental development
tool.
The winners of the championship
qualified for the First World Mind Sports
Olympiad held in Beijing following the
Olympic Games.
Chess title: Mehmood Lodhi
Bridge title: Nauman Butt
Scrabble Championship
1. Wasim Khatri (Rs 35,000)
2. Muhammad Suleman (20,000)
3. Wajid Iqbal (Rs 15,000)

Senegal
About 600 French speakers from 21
countries around the globe gathered in
Senegalese capital Dakar in for the 37th
Francophone Scrabble World
Championships. A West African team from
Benin had travelled five days by bus to get to
the tournament, and Mali‘s Ministry of
Sports paid for 10 players to fly to the
competition.
Pascal Frisch was winner of the quickfire
Blitz format, in which players have just one
minute to complete each move.
The competition had its dramas – a
young Scrabble champion from Senegal was
stripped of his title for lying about his age.
Mamadou Youck had been named winner of
the ―blitz‖ competition for 14-15 year-olds
before officials discovered he was 16.

Singapore
Our own Betty Eriksen competed in the
2008 Penang Open, and her photo appears
in the SA News. She achieved a creditable
43rd placing in the Open Division.

Trinidad and Tobago
Under-18 Tournament, September
1. Tamara John (age 16)
2. Vedrindra Harnarine (16)
3. Omari Blake (11)
Tamara John will now represent Trinidad
and Tobago at the third World Youth
Scrabble Championships in Penang, Malaysia
in December. Her grandparents, Pat and the
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late Robin John, were national champions
and part-founders of the Trinidad and
Tobago Scrabble Association.

United Kingdom
The Association of British Scrabble
Players is undertaking a programme to
promote Scrabble by attempting to link
schools to Scrabble Clubs. Just before the
new school year begins in September,
schools will receive a letter encouraging
them to form a club and link them to a local
club. Those schools that take up the
challenge will receive a free pack of Mattel
products.

USA
Ranging in age from 11 to 90, and
coming from all over the world, 660 players
participated in the National Scrabble
Championship in Orlando, Florida, in July.
Bradley Robbins, an 11-year-old from
Windham, New Hampshire, was the
youngest competitor. He started playing
Scrabble because his first computer came
with a free game!
1. Nigel Richards, New Zealand (winning
$25,000)
2. Brian Cappelletto, Chicago

Which country?
Scrabble is sold in 121 countries. And it‘s
available in 29 different languages, including
French. Every year the French-speaking
world holds its own Scrabble world
championships – this year, in the capital of a
west African country. The nation was once a
French colony. It sits on the western-most
part of Africa. And while the country has a
literacy rate of just 40 percent, its citizens
are mad about Scrabble, and boast nine
world titles.
Name this Scrabble-obsessed nation and its
capital. (Answer over the page – no
peeking!)
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Senegal
To get an idea of how seriously the
Senegalese take Scrabble, you only have
to look at the attire of their country‘s
national team. See player at right, whose
shirt is in the nation‘s colours of green,
yellow and red.
The country may have an adult
literacy rate of just under 40% according
to the latest UN Human Development
index, and most Senegalese consider
Wolof rather than French their mother
tongue. Still, when it comes to the French
-language version of the wordy board
game, Senegal is the team to beat. At last
year‘s World Championship in Quebec,
the Senegalese took three out of the four
top honours.
The international francophone
Scrabble tournament has come to the
Senegalese capital, Dakar, for the second
time in its 37-year history. The country‘s
sports minister has deemed it one of the
most important events of the year, and
the government commissioned a special
Scrabble song to mark the occasion.
The tournament was staged at a
fairground near the national airport, and
entrants from some 20 French-speaking
countries hoped to break Senegal‘s grip
on the global game. In the main hall,
hundreds of contestants played French
style. Hundreds of players, sitting in rows
at long tables, listened intently as letters
were called. All used the same board that
was projected on a giant screen.
Whoever got the highest score could add
to the snake of letters on the central
board. Absolute silence was enforced by
uniformed guards.
Look carefully at the picture at right
which shows people playing Scrabble
under a giant tent at the Francophone
World Scrabble:
You‘ll see that the letters are all faceup, in alphabetical groups, and that
players are playing ―solo‖. They all have

the same layout on their boards as they
plan the next move using the letters that
have been named as the next rack.
Senegal‘s love of the word game is
especially unusual, given that French is
not widely spoken outside the workplace.
(It‘s the official language, but most
Senegalese speak Wolof at home.)
Scrabble is Senegal‘s most successful
sport. The country‘s Sports Ministry,
which accords Scrabble the same
importance as football, has declared the
competition a national priority. Despite
having a literacy rate of just 40%,
Senegal‘s holds nine world titles in
Scrabble.
Top Scrabble players are celebrities in
Senegal and have been able to parlay their
success at word combinations into
political careers, like former doubles
champion Arona Gaye, now an adviser on
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sports to Senegal‘s president.
Scrabble sets can be purchased on
virtually every street corner, and
mastering the game is much encouraged in
the country‘s French language schools.
The national Scrabble federation enjoys
the active support of the government. Last
year, Senegal‘s top Scrabblers were invited
for an audience with President Abdoulaye

Causeway Scrabble Challenge
New Zealand has a team playing in
the Masters team event section of the
Causeway Challenge. This event is five
days, 3-7 December.
Our team is Nigel Richards, Jeff
Grant, Joanne Craig, Howard Warner,
and Blue Thorogood. We wish them all
the best for the tournament
There is also an Open Division being
played over 4 days, 4-7 December, and is
open to anyone who has played in a
tourney anywhere. It is a 33 game
tourney.
There are at least two New
Zealanders playing in the open section
(Liz Fagerlund and Betty Eriksen). Should
be a fun week.
The Open Division will be played in
33 games, with the top individual prize
money of RM5,000 (US$1,550).
As in the past, the tournament will be
held at Zon Regency Hotel in Johor
Bahru, Malaysia, which has package deals
available (contact Michael Tang,
Organising Chairman, for details – email
address available from Liz Fagerlund).
As in the tradition of Causeway
Scrabble Challenge, there will be three
lucky draws of return air tickets to either
Causeway Scrabble Challenge, King‘s Cup
or Penang Scrabble Open in 2009. As for
the Open section, there will also be three
prizes for players above 50 years old and
players below 18 years old (those who
did not finish in top 10).

Wade, patron of the Senegalese Scrabble
Federation.
Being on a school Scrabble team is a
big a deal — like making the varsity
football team in an American high school.
Bright students play Scrabble in order to
prove and improve themselves, and they
all aim to play for Le Senegal in the world
championships.

5th iGATE International Scrabble
Tournament
This three-day Open Scrabble
Tournament will be held in iGATE
campus in Whitefield, Bangalore from 1618 January 2009. It has a total prize
award of over Rs. 400,000 (about US $
10,000), with prizes up to the tenth place.
There will be 24 games of 50 minutes.
Word source is the Collins Scrabble
Tournament and Club Wordlist. Challenge:
5 point penalty per word, the player does
not lose turn.
The tournament is conducted by
KSSA who will collect an entry fee of Rs
2,000 (about US $50) per participant on
the day of the tournament.
Registration: online at
www.bangalorescrabble.com or contact
Radhika Mahalingaiah
spica57@yahoo.com
Local conveyance will be arranged for
participants to the venue and back, and
breakfast, lunch and snacks arrangements
will be provided on all three days of the
tournament.
Liz Fagerlund has details of available
accommodation (prices from about US
$40 per day). You need to book in
advance as January is a busy tourist
season.
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2009 WSC national quotas set – we’re
allowed 4
- by Roy Kietzman, Bahrain
In national quotas just released in
September, the 10th World Scrabble
Championship (WSC) next year foresees
about 114 entrants from over 40
countries. Eleven countries gained a place
while 10 nations lost a seat in the WSC.
New Zealand‘s quota for the 2009
Worlds has been set at 4, down one from
last time.
The allocations are based on a new
method proposed by the World Englishlanguage Scrabble Players Association to
Philip Nelkon, WSC organiser on behalf of
Mattel Games. The quotas essentially
reflect national performance at last year‘s
WSC.
Essentially, countries with more than
one competitor were analysed for average
finishing positions with those countries in
the top half each gaining an extra seat,
those nations in the bottom half losing a
place.
Before the report was submitted to
Philip, national Scrabble associations were
surveyed by the Wespa subcommittee on
their viewpoints and recommendations on
a quota method.
The WSC playing corps is to be
limited to about 114 competitors including
two extra spots for the host country, a
seat for the current world champ as well
as the runner-up. Other Scrabble
associations may apply to Nelkon to
request to be included in the 09 event.
In the new rules, the maximum
number of places a team can have is 15
except when such a country hosts the
WSC. Then the number would be 17.
A winner of the World Youth
Scrabble Championship is also to have
automatic entry, with WYSC organisers
to determine which of the 2007 and 08

champs would be selected.
From next year, a cup is to be
awarded to the best performing team,
computed as a team of two or more
players with the lowest average finishing
position. Although the rules have been
drafted looking for the long term, they‘re
initially to be used for next year only,
being reassessed after the 2009 event.
The highest quota is the USA (14),
followed by England (9), Canada (8),
Thailand and Australia (6 each), then New
Zealand, Kenya, Nigeria and Singapore (4
each).
The venue for next year‘s WSC has
yet to be announced.

Big Brother 9
Like any good season of Big Brother,
series nine has seen tears tantrums,
tensions and truces.
Writing in the Times Online, Veronica
Schmidt said:
It was cruel, it was uncalled for, but,
by God, it was accurate. After an
argument about audition videos, Rex
summed up the dull Rachel‘s contribution
to the series in one harsh but fair jibe: ―I‘d
swap you for a game of Scrabble.‖
[He thought it was an insult. What do you
reckon? –Ed.]

Rachel and Rex
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Twenty years ago today
by John Foster, Independent

Something different this time. There was not actually going to be a TYAT
contribution from me in this issue, the reason being that the old magazines were not
always issued at regular quarterly intervals, and my articles were staring to get out of
synch and I needed to tread water for one issue to get back in synch.
However, I spotted this challenge from Glennis Hale in response to my ―Surfeit of
vowels‖ article (recently updated in Forwords 90), and thought it could be timely to
reproduce it with a corresponding list from our new dictionary.

Reproduced from actual article

With the aids now at my disposal, I have found that there are now 662 such words
available to us, and have selected 20 which are exclusive to the new dictionary for you
to untangle. Some of the words will be familiar, and some of you may have believed they
were there all along, but most of them are undeniable newbies.
I do not believe anybody can find them all without resorting to electronic aids or
referring to the solutions on page 44.
[It will be interesting to see if Glennis can still do the first list - Ed.)
My list
FLLOSSY
BFHLSUY
DHILLPY
LOPSST

FKRSSUY
CCDEHTW
ADFHLNY
AHNRSVY

FFILNSY
GILMPSY
ENNSTYY
ABCFKLY

DELLRWY
ACLLRYY
COPRRSS
CGHLNOS

AGLLPTY
FLMORWY
AGJSTTY
AHNRVYY
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Learning about learning while
playing Scrabble
This is the third in a series of articles about learning Scrabble

Multiple intelligences

O

ne of the more popular learning
theories around at the moment is
Gardner‘s theory of Multiple
Intelligences. This theory celebrates the
diversity that is inherent in the human race
and is based on the premise that we all bring
something unique with us and that we are
each intelligent in our own way.
When we play Scrabble, we have to
utilise all of the seven intelligences. They are:
 Musical
 Bodily / kinaesthetic
 Logical or mathematical
 Linguistic
 Spatial
 Interpersonal or social
 Intrapersonal, ie self-knowledge or intuition
How are these applied in Scrabble?
Musical
Understanding and creating music
requires skills in pattern recognition both
aurally and visually. Musicians tend to be good
rote learners and both of these attributes are
also important in becoming a good Scrabble
player. It will be interesting to find out how
many people in your club are musical
Scrabblers!
Bodily / kinaesthetic
The ability to use one‘s body in a skilled
way (sports people, dancers, actors) is a
characteristic of this intelligence and perhaps
one that is not a prerequisite for playing
Scrabble well.
Logical or mathematical
This is a really important one for
Scrabblers, as mathematical ability is linked to
the ability to calculate probabilities (tile
tracking, rack balance) and logic (ability to
make decisions quickly based on the gathering
on many factors).
Linguistic
A sensitivity to the meanings of words

- by Selena Chan, Christchurch
and their word patterns is another very
important intelligence in Scrabble.
Spatial
This is another important one for
Scrabble, the ability to ‗think in pictures‘
provides for better board vision and allows
racks to be used more creatively. Players who
are able to put in 9-letter words by using up
all the letters in their rack along with two
other letters set well apart on the board
exhibit good spatial ability.
Interpersonal or social
This one is important too, as the ability
to read the moods, desires and motivations
of other people provides clues to the
opponent one is playing. Players who are able
to tune into the emotional vibes exuded by
their opponents may then be able to make
decisions with regards to making plays that
close or open up the board.
Intrapersonal, ie self-knowledge or
intuition
This is very important in all endeavours,
as to know oneself is to continually improve
and to allow you to then help others.
We all possess at least three or four of
the above intelligences, and some people
might be well endowed in all seven of the
intelligences. However, it is what you make of
your gifts that is most important. If you
realise that you are good in the logical or
mathematical side of things but struggle a
little with spatial visualisation, then work at
the area that you are weak in.In order to
work out your strengths and weaknesses, you
need to be especially meta-cognitive over a
period of about a week or so. Jotting down
items that come about to reinforce your
feelings about your strengths and weaknesses
in each area of intelligence might help you
track your dominant intelligences down.
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Gigglossary*
Who says Dictionary compilers don‘t have a sense of humour? The following
definitions are all in the Chambers Dictionary:
Word

Definition

Agapemone*

a religious community of men and women whose ‗spiritual
marriages‘ were in some cases not strictly spiritual

a priori*

the term applied to reasoning from pre-existing knowledge, or
even cherished prejudices

behind someone‘s
back

without someone knowing (when they might feel entitled to
know)

combover

a vain attempt to make the most of one‘s dwindling resources of
hair.

emerods

haemorrhoids; representations of them in gold, used as charms

fan dance

a solo dance in the nude (or nearly so) in which the performer
attempts concealment (or nearly so) by tantalizing manipulation of
a fan or fans or a bunch of ostrich, etc feathers

fish

to catch or try to catch or obtain fish, or anything that may be
likened to a fish (such as seals, sponges, coral, compliments,
information or husbands)

jaywalker

a careless pedestrian whom motorists are expected to avoid
running down

misrepresent

to be an unrepresentative representative of

nerd

a clumsy, foolish, socially inept, feeble, unathletic, irritating or
unprepossessing person, although often (eg in computers)
knowledgeable

odour of sanctity

a fragrance after death alleged to be evidence of saintship;
facetiously applied to the living who have denied themselves the
sensual indulgence of washing

old girl

an amicably disrespectful mode of address or reference to a
female of any age or species

pigeon‘s milk

an imaginary liquid for which children are sent, eg on 1 April

sea-serpent

an enormous marine animal of serpent-like form frequently seen
and described by credulous sailors, imaginative landsmen and
common liars

table-turning

movements of tables (or other objects) attributed by spiritualists
to the agency of spirits, and by the sceptical to collective
involuntary muscular action

tweenager

a child who, although not yet a teenager, has already developed an
interest in pop music, fashion and exasperating his or her parents.

Copyright Chambers Harrap Publishers Ltd 2008
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Thinking outside the [Scrabble] square
- by Donald Sauter
Part 2: Three-letter minimum – nudging the game towards real words

I

t‘s absurdly easy to score big
points with two-letter words. Is
that what Scrabble is about –
making teensy-weensy words, many of
which are merely interjections, or
spellings of letters, or foreign units of this,
that, and the other?
Yeah, it was a thrill the first time I
spelled AX and OX on a triple-letter
score for over 50 points as a kid. But with
EX and XI and XU to work with, where is
the challenge? It happens game after game.
A goldfish could do it. And we‘re not just
talking X; almost any 3- or 4-point
consonant (in particular H, F, W, and Y)
is a threat on a dark blue. The 3-letter
minimum variant was developed to put a
damper on such cheap plays playing such a
major role in every Scrabble game.
To nudge the game towards ―real‖
words, no matter which dictionary you
are using, it‘s a simple matter of requiring
a 3-letter minimum. All this means is
that AT LEAST ONE of the new words
formed in a play must be at least 3 letters
long; it does NOT place any requirement
on the number of tiles played. For
instance, simply adding one letter to an
existing 2-letter word on the board
satisfies the ―3-letter minimum‖
requirement.
Let me emphasize that the 3-letter
minimum requirement doesn‘t eliminate
any word from potential use. You will still
play two-letter words, such as HO, but
now you can‘t just plop it down on tripleletter score two ways for 26-plus points.
In one direction, at least, you have to
make an honest-to-gosh 3-letter word,
like HOT. It‘s nice seeing a ―real‖ word on
every play. You‘ll feel good about yourself
when you have to forego a mindless play

for one that takes a little thought.
I believe Scrabble‘s inventor, Alfred
Butts, would approve whole-heartedly.
I‘m sure he never foresaw how
ridiculously powerful the two-letter
words would become as point-scorers by
themselves. I‘ll bet the dictionary he used
while developing the game had only about
two-thirds of the two-letter words my
American Heritage has – never mind the
craziness in the OSPD.
And … the 3-letter minimum rule
adds a refreshing challenge to going out,
since you have to take it into
consideration when you get down to your
last few letters!
You can read more of Donald’s ideas for
playing Scrabble on http://www.geocities.com/
capitolhill/lobby/7049/index.html
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Tautonymania
Whether you call them repeaters,
double-ups, reduplications, or technically,
tautonyms, words like FROUFROU,
HINAHINA and GUITGUIT are
fascinating. From ATLATL to ZOOZOO,
and KAVAKAVA to TUCUTUCU, from
the oft-played TITI to the lovely, but
unlikely CHIQUICHIQUI, they all catch
the eye. Like Jennifer, I too am particularly
fond of the ‗accidental‘ repeaters, words
such as TESTES, PALPAL, VALVAL,
SESSES and HOTSHOTS that are ‗visual‘
but not ‗aural‘ doubles.
Away from Scrabble there is plenty of
scope for these intriguing terms. Many of
the non-Scrabble examples below actually
exist in other references.
As Sheila and Letty pointed out, the
DEEDEE
ENTENT
INTERINTER
LINGLING
NITENITE
POLYPOLY
REPREP
RESTREST
RETTERETTE
SEMIASEMIA
TABLETABLE
TIESTIES
TOPSTOPS
UNSUNS
VERVER
XIANXIAN

- by Lili Verver, Ongaonga
Maori language is rich in tautonyms, with
allowable Scrabble words such as HUHU,
PIPI, ATAATA, PIUPIU, REWAREWA and
TOKOTOKO. Despite including a swag of
obscure terms, Collins has, however, left
out the common KUNEKUNE* pig.
In Maori, there are also three- and
four-way repeats, for example (Te)
PAPAPA (calabash), TATATA (flax
garment), WHIWHIWHI (entangles),
KIKIKIKI (to stutter), POPOPOPO
(rotten) and TETETETE (to rattle).
According to the big Webster‘s
dictionary, the KUKUKUKU people
inhabit parts of Papua. Even if it wasn‘t
capitalised, this word would be impossible
to play in Scrabble because of the four Ks.

one to whom something is deeded
an old form of ‗intent‘
to bury in between (other bodies)
fastening with lingle, shoemakers‘ thread
a resident of Niten, Indonesia
a market situation with many sellers
to prep (prepare) again
poetic for ‗restressed‘
a female flax retter* (soaker)
partial asemia*, inability to understand speech or signs
able to be put in tablet form
plural of ‗tiestie‘, the black guillemot (bird)
stoppers for the tops of bottles, etc.
removes or blocks out the sun
one who exhibits verve
of or relating to Xianxi, a town in China

The title of champion dictionary tautonym goes to the impressive seven-timer
BUBUBUBUBUBUBU, an interjection suggesting the sound of flight, listed in the
Dictionary of Jamaican English.
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Playing with the OWL words

O

n the way back from a trip to
the UK, I had an eight-day
stopover in Canada and
America. During this time, I played scrabble
at the Vancouver club, the Seattle club and
at a tournament in Vancouver.
On the last couple of days before the
tournament I had time to wrestle with the
deletions needed to convert from being a
Sowpods player to being an OWL (Official
Word List—the North American Scrabble
reference) player. Boy, do I admire Nigel
Richards – it is not easy to delete words
from your memory that you‘re accustomed
to playing and, even worse, actually use in
every day speech.
Out of the 23 2-letter words I had to
remember not to play, the ones I missed
most were ZO (I had to forgo 70 odd
points in one game that I‘d have got in
Sowpods) and strangely DA. The number
of 3-letter words I had to forget was
criminal. Oddly, the one I played twice and
had challenged off was the non-word
NON.
By the time I had discovered that over
a third of the 4-letter K words and Z
words that I knew didn‘t exist in OWL, I
had become a nervous wreck. Both my
game time and playing ability suffered from
me nervously going through one word
after another in my head and then ditching
the lot. I was devastated with the loss of
EUOI, and remember one rack where I
couldn‘t play EUOI, AIA, AUA, AUE or
anything other than EAU.
Here are some notable features of my
North American scrabble.

Vancouver Club
This club met in a Masonic Lodge in an
inner city suburb. The club began at 7pm
but members were already there at 6pm.
The most amazing part of the night is
that I met up with someone I once knew

- by Debbie Caldwell, Nelson
and had even
been billeted
with on my
first ever
away
tournament
– take note
Wellington
members – it
was Evan
Kramer, now
in his mid
Debbie Caldwell
20s. When
the family couldn‘t get residency in New
Zealand they moved to Vancouver. He
now lives with his dad, with his two sisters
close by. When I asked about his mother,
Shirley, he said she died of cancer four
years ago.
Vancouver was a strong club with
strong players. Players are grouped by
ability into groups of four. They play every
other person in their group once and the
wins and scores are put towards a ladder
competition. I was put into the B group
which I won. The entry money is given out
in generous spot prizes. What amazed me
was the youth of the players – a lot in their
20s.

Vancouver Tournament
This was a one-day tournament with
just over 50 entrants. Many of these
entrants came from club-less areas (places
the size of Nelson probably wouldn‘t have
a club over there) and were internet
players. The calibre of the A grade players
was phenomenal and included several who
had been in their world team.
Thankfully I was in the B, especially as
playing OWL was proving a huge handicap
for me. There were 8 games – you played
everybody else once then the last was a
ladder game. Play didn‘t commence until
10.30. There was no morning tea, no
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afternoon tea and no spot prizes, and no
gaps between games – when your
opponent was ready to play you began
playing. There were no sticker charts, no
expectancy lists and you were expected to
bring your own score sheets.
Lunch was an hour and a half – buy
your own. After lunch I played 5 games
without food and without break. By the
games at 6pm and 7pm I was reeling. The
tournament finished just after 8pm.
When I asked if other tournaments
were like our home ones, they shook
their heads and said ‗wow‘ when I
described ours. Even so, it was a
thoroughly enjoyable tournament and the
people were lovely.
Twice I got fouled up on their rules.
The first was when somebody wrote
down my score and then challenged me.
Their rule is that they have until the end
of their turn to challenge you, but must
call ‗hold‘ when you draw your tiles.
On another occasion a woman played
her tiles, announced her score, took her
tiles off again and played somewhere else.
I asked (politely) if that was allowed and
she said that as long as she hadn‘t pressed
her clock she could do what she liked with
her tiles.
I‘m afraid I didn‘t do our country
proud, but won 3 out of 8 and came 4th
out of 8. I received my entry fee back. You
got $100 for 1st, $70 for 2nd, $40 for 3rd
and $30 for 4th.

Seattle Club
Club night began at 6pm. Those who
were hungry went out between games 1
and 2 to get food at a nearby deli. This
enabled them to have a four-game evening.
Players were divided into A and B grade.
Each player was given a record sheet.
These were handed in at the end of each
round and you were matched with a
person with the same number of wins and
a similar score. Spot prizes were also
recorded and voted on by the club. This

led to a 20 minute break between each
round.
Again, they had many young and
brilliant players. One of the members
made boards and many of the club
members had them, so I purchased one to
bring home. It‘s a folding ridge board, nice
and portable for planes, so you‘ll all get to
see it at upcoming tournaments.
It‘s good to be home.

Scrabble babble
by Murray Rogers, Nelson
When you get good at Scrabble
To others most words are mere babble
A Q and a Z are both on my rack
Think carefully – keep the mind on track.
Ah! I can spell CAZIQUE –
Who cares if others think I‘m a freak I score twenty-four and a hundred!
Oh! What has my opponent CONJURED
Trailing seven letters on the end of the C.
A bonus each, we are in ecstasy.
Using the Q I play QUIPU,
An Incan system of counting they do.
Holding X, Y, S and T, my opponent can‘t
resist
The word meaning archway, pronounced as
―zist‖.
The X placed above the U
Forms XU which sounds like ―su‖ –
It‘s a Vietnamese coin, one hundredth of a
dong.
Keep studying the lists, one can‘t go wrong.
From the bag I now retrieve a blank
A bonus is imminent – the Scrabble gods I
thank.
Yes! Through the D, I can see
A word meaning muslin – ORGANDIE.
But my obstinate foe retaliates
Thwarting my hopes with RUINATES.
I won‘t bore you any more,
But the trend continues, closing in a draw.
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Evolution of the Scrabble Rules
Part 1: Changes from 1949 to 1953

I

‘ve enjoyed comparing Scrabble
rules from the different copyright
periods, and when I lucked onto
an old set from the 1949 era, I figured it
was time for an article.
Now I have regular Scrabble games
showing latest copyright dates of 1949,
1953, 1976, and 1989. At each of those
year boundaries, the rules were changed
to some extent or another, or at least
reworded slightly. I present all of the most
interesting changes here.
Here are side-by-side comparisons of
Scrabble rules which were changed or
reworded along the way. I‘ve added italics
here and there to highlight changes, but
not in any particularly consistent or
rigorous way. If the box top showed italics
to emphasize a word, I write that WORD
in all capitals to distinguish it from my own
italics. [My commentary is in brackets to
set it apart from quoted rules.]

Changes from the 1949 Scrabble
rules to the 1953 Scrabble rules
1949: He may add to the beginning,
the end or both of a word already played.
1953: New words may be formed by:
a. Adding one or more letters to a word
or letters already on the board.
[The 1953 rule makes clear that you
can play around and off of single letters on
the board, which wasn‘t obvious from the
1949 rules.]
--1949: All letters played in any one turn
must be placed in a row across or down
the board.
1953: All letters played in any one turn
must be placed in one row across or
down the board.
[The 1953 rules goes a little further in

- by Donald Sauter
clarifying that all the tiles played in one
turn are confined to the same row. No
matter how you arrange your tiles around
the board, they‘d still each be in ―a row‖.]
--1949: They [the tiles] must form one
complete word in that row and, at the
same time, form complete words, crossword fashion, with all letters they touch in
rows at right angles.
1953: They [the tiles] must form one
complete word and if, at the same time,
they touch other letters in adjacent rows,
they must form complete words, crossword fashion, with all such letters.
[The confusion of ―right angles‖ in the
1949 rule is dropped. I see what they
were getting at, about the two rows of
letters being at right angles, but it could
also sound like they‘re saying something
about individual letters touching at right
angles, whatever that means.]
--1949: Or he may form a word at right
angles to a previous word but joining with
it or incorporating one of its letters.
1953: New words may be formed by:
b. Placing a word at right angles to a word
already on the board. The new word must
use one of the letters of the word already
on the board or must add a letter to it.
(Turns 2, 3, and 4 below.)
[The 1949 rule only describes the new
word starting, stopping, or passing
through the existing word. Although the
1953 rule might be clearer, it‘s trying to
say you may place the new word across
one of the ends of the existing word. This
is shown in the Turn 3 example where
PASTE is placed across the bottom of
FARM, forming FARMS.]
---
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1949: Only one new word is added to
the playing board at a time although it
may be so placed as to form other words
in adjoining rows, for which the player
also gets credit.
1953: The player gets full credit for all
the words formed or modified by his
play.
[I like the elegance of the 1953
statement. In fact, I think of ―all the
words formed or modified‖ as simply all
the new words on the board. I maintain that
not only is it not necessary or useful to
think in terms of a main or primary word
for each Scrabble play, but, when it
comes to calculating the score, it is
actually unhelpful.]
--1949: [No counterpart.]
1953: New words may be formed by:
c. Placing a complete word parallel to a
word already played so that adjoining
letters also form complete words. (Turn
5 below.)
[This is the biggest addition to the
1953 rules. The 1949 rules had just the
first four Examples of Word
Formation and Scoring you are
familiar with pictured at the bottom of
the rules. The 1953 rules added the BIT
play:
Turn 5: Score 16
F
A
H O R N
M O B
P A S T E
B I T
[Since none of the 1949 rules
explicitly said you could place a fullyformed word from your rack alongside an
existing word on the board, and none of
the examples quite showed it, there must
have been Scrabble players uncertain
about it.]
---

Regarding exchanging tiles:
1949: He does so by discarding them
face down and drawing the same number
of new letters. He then waits his next
turn to play.
1953: He does so by discarding them
face down and drawing the same number
of new letters, then mixing the discarded
letters with those remaining in the pool. He
then awaits his next turn to play.
[Of course, we know how to
exchange tiles, but if the early rules didn‘t
say what to do with the discards, how
were the players to know for sure?]
--Regarding challenges:
1949: Any word may be challenged
before the player has drawn his new
letters.
1953: Any word may be challenged
before the next player starts his turn.
[I‘m not sure what ―starting a turn‖ is
in Scrabble.]
1949: [No counterpart.]
1953: If the word challenged is
unacceptable, the player takes back his
tiles and loses his turn.
[The 1949 rules didn‘t say what
happened in the case of an unacceptable
play. Was the player thrown out of the
game? Was his score decremented by the
value of the play? Could he keep trying
until he got it right?]
--1949: [No counterpart.]
1953: If a word is formed that covers
two premium WORD squares, the score
is doubled and then re-doubled (4 times
letter count), or tripled and then retripled (9 times letter count) as the case
may be.
[This would seem to follow from the
instructions for applying a premium to a
letter and then doubling or tripling the
word, but it‘s not as obvious as you might
think. What happens in real life when you
receive the same instruction twice?
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When you come up to an intersection
with a blinking red light and a stop sign,
do you have to stop twice?]
--1949: Any player who plays all seven
of his letters in a single turn ...
1953: Any player who plays all seven
of his tiles in a single turn ...
[Maybe the word ―tile‖ was
considered safer, since a blank does not
show a letter.]

Article reproduced with the kind permission
of Donald Sauter.
Next issue: Part 2: Changes from
the 1953 Scrabble rules to the 1976
Scrabble rules

The “F” word
- by Margaret Penniket (“F” Grade), Kiwi

Friendly,
funny, feisty,
fallible are just
some words to
describe the
players of the F
grade found at
Scrabble
tournaments
around the
country.
Margaret Penniket
We know our
place well –
usually down the back of the venue away
from the hive of activity taking place ahead
at the front! Perhaps the intent is to ensure
we are kept focused in order to approach
our game with increased fervour.
Some faces are familiar – we have
come together many times before. Some
faces are new, perhaps playing for the first
time, or perhaps there has been a flicker or
a flutter in their play and the rankings
reflect their results. That question is never
asked.
The freedom to play your own game
can be fraught with its own dangers as we
flinch against each other with foreign or

unknown words. I have been in this forlorn
position many times. But hey! Over the
years I have made many people very happy
as I watch them flee forward to a higher
grade knowing that I have flunked yet again.
The flipside is I have no need to worry
about expectations with a furrowed brow
to fulfil my expectancy (there‘s no grade
below F!). It‘s what I expect of myself that
counts: to do my best, to have fun and to
meet like-minded folk in order to play the
fabulous game of Scrabble.
[F Grade players take heart — there used to be
a G and even an H Grade in the Nationals.
G grade was won in 1994 by current A Grade
player Steven Brown.]

Little piece of satire
- from seth.heasley.net

The President of the local Scrabble
Club is being impeached after allegedly
playing the word IRREGARDLESS in a
recent game. As many are aware, the word
does appear in many dictionaries (including
the Collins Official Scrabble Dictionary),
but the definition is simply ‗regardless,‘
rendering the word redundant (and, some
say, pernicious).
Will Beecha, President of the Club
since late 2006, seemed shocked, saying, ―I
don‘t know what I was thinking. I mean,
somebody played REGARD early on, and
then LESS got added to it. I was down to
having just an I and an R on my rack, and I
just choked by playing that word. It
probably shouldn‘t be in any dictionary. Is
this something worthy of impeachment? I
mean, supposably there‘s a precedent for it,
but can‘t I get a little leniency?‖
This comment sparked yet another
scandal due to Beecha‘s use of the word
―supposably‖ (properly ―supposedly‖),
which also appears in some dictionaries,
much to the disgust of language purists.
Faced with the additional scandal, Mr.
Beecha was apologetic and talked of
resigning before the impeachment could
take place.
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Scrabble confesses to being “no fun”
from www.nonsensenews.net (because, as they say, “real news is boring”)

E

ver since its first mass
distribution by Macy‘s in 1952,
Scrabble (named for a word
which means ―to scratch frantically‖) has
been a source of mystery for the millions
who play it repeatedly despite the fact
that they receive no joy from the
experience.
Why so many of the world‘s families
and friends should subject themselves to
an evening full of intense concentration
and open tension by playing a game
designed to make you feel stupid has
never been clearly understood, but
yesterday saw the first attempt on record
to bring relief to the confused masses. In
an unprecedented event, an anthropomorphic Scrabble board called a press
conference to acknowledge that is not a
fun game.
In a speech littered with interesting
words that feature rarely used letters,
Scrabble admitted to being a frustrating
game. ―There are people of a certain ilk
(7 points),‖ the board game explained,
―who will try to fub (8) the group with a
piece of invented xenoglossia (19) or
what have you. Even the most lilliputian
(13) thing can become so vexing (17) that
you‘ll want to take a zax (19) to the
throat of your companion when you feel
you‘ve been bamboozled (26). I know of
a family that no longer calls me
‗Scrabble‖, but ‗Squabble.‘ I would simply
like to apologize for miring the perfectly
natural, quintessentially human instinct to
fraternize (22).‖
For those of us present who had
dictionaries on our cell-phone, the impact
of Scrabble‘s words was immediate.
Several members of the press – a
notoriously hard-boiled, Scrabble-loving
crowd – broke into tears of relief.
―I‘m just so happy someone finally

said it and that it came from Scrabble
itself,‖ said Malcolm Rose. ―I‘ve been
trying to impress people with my
Scrabble game since my grandpa used to
spank me if I didn‘t get at least 250 points
as a kid. I mean, eventually grandpa was
right: I did get into college, but the
pressure is still just way too much for
me.‖
True to its own spirit, Scrabble tends
to speak with obscure, questionable
words that twist its logic in roundabout,
scattered directions. During the Q & A –
where it did not have the benefit of a
tightly edited script – Scrabble‘s
responses became cryptic. When asked
whether or not it was advising people to
stop playing Scrabble, Scrabble had a hard
time focusing its anecdotal answer:
―As I‘m sure is common knowledge,‖
began Scrabble, ―I am deeply interested in
the auk, a bird from the Alcidae family
which is strikingly similar to a penguin. I
was waiting one day for a cee, by which I
mean a study of the impact a proposed
activity will have in the Antarctic region. I
had been informed that this cee had a
section in it concerning the auk and I was
quite jazzed about it. As an aside, I‘ll
mention for all you lucky double Z
holders that ‗jazzed‘ is a perfectly legal
word to use in Super Scrabble. Now, I
knew this cee was to be delivered by dak,
referring of course to mail transported by
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horses through a relay of mail stations, so
it was probably going to take a while to
arrive…I‘m sorry, what was the
question?‖
Eventually, Scrabble made it clear that
it was not asking people to stop playing.
Scrabble explained that while it was
speaking without the consent of Hasbro,
it was not trying to damage the company
in any way; it just ―felt really guilty about
all the people who were misled into
thinking I‘d be a great bonding
experience.‖ Scrabble encourages people
to play, but to keep in mind that Scrabble
is ―about learning how to use words and
cleverness to dominate and humiliate
other people, not have a good time.‖
Bryan Pilfen, a spokesman for Hasbro,
said that Scrabble in no way spoke for
Scrabble. Pilfen said that the public should
rest assured that Scrabble has always
been a fun game.
―I consider myself a happy person,‖
said Pilfen, ―and I don‘t think that‘s
entirely because of the great amount of
money I make. I play Scrabble five nights a
week and I find it a relaxing way to spend
time with my family that fosters a spirit of
intellectual curiosity.‖
Hasbro issued a statement
immediately following Scrabble‘s press
conference saying that the company does
not believe in supernatural board games
assuaging their guilt in the public eye. The
company intends to charge ―whoever
staged this prank‖ with slander, and has
launched an investigation in addition to
hiring a crack team of magicians to figure
out what spells might have been used to
imbue the game board with speaking
abilities.
Regardless of whether the talking
Scrabble board turns out to have been a
prank or not, it remains interesting to see
who will have the zyzzva (―last word‖,
would theoretically be worth 39 points) in
this landmark case.

PARFLECHE or PARFLESH
Jahnavi Iyer lost her chance at winning
the 2008 National Spelling Bee in
Washingtonin May when she tripped on
the word PARFLECHE (a French word
that refers to rawhide soaked in lye to
remove the hair).
Scrabble fans and others said Jahnavi,
14, of Enola, might have offered an
acceptable spelling after all. Her spelling –
a guess on her part – was PARFLESH,
which appears in the Scrabble dictionary.
The judges only accepted
PARFLECHE, from Webster‘s Third New
International Dictionary, which governs
the competition.
Neither Jahnavi nor her family took
issue with the judges‘ decision. ―Those
rules are well-known to every
contestant,‖ said her father. And Jahnavi,
who learned of the alternative from a
newspaper, joked. ―I think it‘s a little late
for an appeal.‖ She added, ―I don‘t have a
Scrabble dictionary.‖
What am I?
I am the beginning of eternity. I am the
end of time and space. I am the beginning
of every end, I am the end of every place.
What am I?
Answer on page 44.
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Come and join us for
another wonderful
Scrabble® Festival
here on
Norfolk Island!

From

$1180
per person

ex Auckland
ex Christchurch

Holiday package prices include:

12-19 October 2008  Return airfare to Norfolk Island

Scrabble Registration Kit  Airfare taxes (excluding Norfolk Island and
of $299 is additional to
Auckland departure tax)
your travel arrangements.  7 nights twin share accommodation
Book your travel through
 7 days car hire (petrol and car insurance extra)
The Travel Centre and
receive a special bonus  Return airport transfers
$149 discount on your
 Meet and greet at Norfolk Island airport
registration kit.
 Complimentary ‘A Walk in the Wild’
Your registration fee
covers operational costs  Complimentary Miniature Golf.
such as: hire of venue,
Prices are in New Zealand dollars, subject to
morning tea, airfares to
availability and subject to change without notice.
Norfolk Island and 8 days
Conditions apply. Travel insurance strongly
accommodation for 2
recommended. Norfolk Island departure tax is
festival organizers,
additional and payable direct when departing
administration, prizes and
Norfolk Island. Scrabble® Registration Kit is
trophies.
additional to above package prices
It’s going to be an exciting
(for those participating in the festival).
week! Come to Norfolk
and be a part of the
If you are not travelling from Auckland or
festival and spoil yourself Christchurch please contact us for a customised
with a holiday on beautiful discounted holiday package.
Norfolk Island.
Contact:
The Travel Centre
PO Box 172, Norfolk Island
2899, South Pacific Phone: 00
For more information
6723 22502 Fax: 00 6723
phone toll free
23205 Toll free 0800 0088 10
0800 0088 10
Email: debbie@travelcentre.nf
Take advantage of our
Website: www.travelcentre.nf
local knowledge and
(if office is closed please leave a message on our
having your travel agent at
toll free number 0800 0088 10)
your destination.
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Scrabulous gone forever

T

he popular Scrabble imitation,
Scrabulous, is no more, the
third-party web application
being forced off Facebook by legal action.
However, you can play Wordscraper and
an official version of online Scrabble.

Summary of events in the saga of
Hasbro vs Scrabulous

 The story started in India, back at the

end of 2005, when two brothers, Rajat
and Jayant Agarwalla, launched
Scrabulous, initially a website where a
thinly-veiled variant of the classic board
game Scrabble could be played
(originally with references to the official
version).

 Hasbro, the legal owners of the

Scrabble brand in North America, had
no official alternative available for
people to play, and neither did
international rights holder Mattel.
(Mattel owns the rights to Scrabble in
nearly 120 other countries, including
India.)

 So for a couple of years, the Scrabulous
site was used by thousands to play
Scrabble with people from all over the
world – a great way to enjoy the game
electronically.

 The Agarwalla brothers introduced

Scrabulous as a third party application
on the social networking service,
Facebook, and the number of users
soared until Scrabulous became the
most popular game on Facebook, with
estimates suggesting that over half a
million people were playing it every day,
and generating a five-figure income for
the brothers.

 Hasbro and Mattel began to take action,
and things came to a head earlier this
year.

 Rumours suggested that Hasbro offered
to buy Scrabulous, presumably with the
intention of rebranding it under the
Scrabble name, but that the Agarwalla
brothers weren‘t happy with the offer,
believed to be in excess of $US10
million, and held out for more.

 In January, Hasbro and Mattel went on
the offensive against Scrabulous in an
effort to protect their trademark and
intellectual property rights. It
threatened legal action against
Scrabulous, and put in a request to
Facebook to have it removed from its
service.

 But Scrabulous kept going, and

Facebook kept the game live. A PR
battle followed, as Facebook protest
groups sprang up from discontented
users who were keen that the game
should remain. Some threatened to
boycott Hasbro‘s products.

 IT and copyright experts watched with

interest. However you looked at it,
Scrabulous was an obvious knock-off of
the original Scrabble game, and the
Agarwalla brothers were using it to
make money, thus arguably financially
benefiting off somebody else‘s copyright.
The general manager for digital media
and gaming at Hasbro said, ―We
consider it to be a clear infringement of
our intellectual property‖.

 Both Hasbro and Mattel set about

designing official versions of Scrabble
themselves, to be launched as Facebook
applications. Mattel‘s application came
first in March, with a version playable
everywhere but North America.

 In April, Electronic Arts, which has the
licence to the game from Hasbro,
released a version which is available to
users in the US and Canada. It‘s also
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available for the iPhone and iPod.
(Electronic Arts and Hasbro said the
new game is the first of a suite of new
free games using popular board game
properties.)

 Both versions have attracted poor

ratings, with reports of numerous bugs
initially. It‘s generally agreed in the print
and internet media that they haven‘t
managed to capture what made
Scrabulous work so well.

 With the release of the Electronic Arts

version, Hasbro stepped up its legal
battle and launched a lawsuit at the end
of July, for alleged copyright
infringement (under the Digital
Millennium Copyright Act). Hasbro is
seeking damages, legal costs, and
prohibition of the online game.

 Facebook pulled Scrabulous from its

North American users at the end of
July. (Facebook, which did not create
the game but provides the platform on
which it is played, said it had tried to
remain neutral in the dispute, and that
the decision to take down the
application had been made by the
Scrabulous creators themselves. It was
―disappointed‖ Hasbro had drawn the
company into its dispute over
Scrabulous, and that in the future it
hoped similar disputes could be
resolved in a manner ―that doesn‘t
discourage other developers from using
the Facebook platform to test new
ideas.‖)

 North American users turned to the

official Scrabble game, only to find it
didn‘t work! Electronic Arts declared:
―Scrabble Facebook game experienced a
malicious attack resulting in the disabling
of Scrabble on Facebook. We‘re
working with our partners to resolve
this issue and have Scrabble back online
and ready to play as soon as possible.‖
There was no word on whether the

attack was orchestrated by fans of
Scrabulous.

 Three days later, the Agarwalla brothers
relaunched their game with a new name
and board design: Wordscraper.
Wordscraper is played pretty much the
same way Scrabble is played, but with
different ―bonus tiles‖ and board
dimensions.

 Experts are divided on whether the

change could help it avoid any brand
confusion with Scrabble, a key point in
trademark disputes. Instead of Scrabblelike square tiles, for instance,
Wordscraper has circles. The tiles
earning double and triple points have
been rearranged, tiles for quadruple
points have been added, and there are
no blanks. The case could turn on
whether Wordscraper feels more like
Scrabble or a generic board game based
on words.

 Wordscraper has been careful to avoid

any possible reference to Scrabble in its
documentation, design, or even colour
combinations. So far, it appears as if
Hasbro and Mattel—both of which have
been marketing their own Facebook
version of Scrabble instead—have left
Wordscraper alone, but for how long?

 The rechristened game does not appear
to have attracted the same number of
users that Scrabulous did.

 Neither does the official Scrabble

version attract as many players as
Scrabulous did. (Accounts vary: from
5,643 daily active users in July, to 60,000
daily active users in August – but
whichever figure is the more accurate, it
doesn‘t match Scrabulous‘s 700,000
daily players and 23 million players
worldwide.)

 In August, Mattel started its legal action,

and Facebook subsequently announced
that it was withdrawing Scrabulous from
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all remaining users aside from those
based in India. (The Straits Times
reported that ―more than 150,000
Singaporean internet users were left
hanging, some in mid-word‖, when
Scrabulous was shut down.)

 The Indian exemption is down to a stillto-be-decided case – brought by Mattel
to the Indian courts – that could
determine what happens next in the
Scrabulous saga.

 Commentators around the world have

been intrigued by the fact that such an
uproar can have been created – not by
security, malware, copyright or privacy
issues, but by ―a simple game of
Scrabble‖.

The official version of Scrabble
The official version of Scrabble for
Facebook, released by video game maker
Electronic Arts Inc., has animated graphics
and true-to-the-board-game design,
although it departs from the board game‘s
traditional design by adding green and
orange squares for more clarity. It has a
lot of motion on screen — buttons come
to life when the mouse passes over, letter
tiles sit crooked on the board, then
straighten themselves out when you click
Play. But … Sometimes the animation
slows things down. For example, it shows
how many points potential words are
worth as you fiddle around on the screen,
but then, when you play the word, it
sends the tiles into a jig as it totals each
one‘s worth. Do you need a rotating star
to make you feel good every time you play
a word?
NZASP player, Kris Saether, who at
one stage had both Scrabulous and the
official Scrabble application on his
Facebook account, has commented:
―I would have to say that, per se*, the
official one is better, employing chintzier
graphics that really look the part. It would
be a better programme to use if you were

playing a fellow Scrabbling friend, for
example.
―Scrabulous, however, was a friendlier
playing environment, easier to chat on.
Being more established with many more
users, it was good for meeting other
Scrabble enthusiasts. All in all, I preferred
to play Scrabulous for its greater userfriendliness.‖
However, it‘s all academic now
Scrabulous is gone for good.
Which is sad, because, as the
Association of British Scrabble Players has
said, nothing has done more to get young
people interested in playing Scrabble in
the past five years than the Scrabulous
application on Facebook.
[We invite other players to report their
reactions to the official Scrabble application in
future issues of Forwords. – Ed.]

Scrabble trivia
- from the Aug/Sep Christchurch newsletter
 The word SCRABBLE comes from the
Dutch word ―schrabbelan‖, meaning to
claw or scrape.
 The chances of getting RETAINS with
your tiles is 60,000 more likely than
getting the letters for COBWEBS.
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Who’s playing Scrabble?
Barack and Michelle Obama, USA
Presidential candidate and his
wife
CBS ―Early Show,‖ revealed that in
addition to enjoying basketball and cycling,
Obama loves to play Scrabble. He was
born in Hawaii, and when he returns
there for holidays he likes to play Scrabble
with his family.
When the Denver Post interviewed
Michelle Obama recently, they asked her:
―Barack said you are very competitive and
get upset when he beats you at Scrabble.
What is your Scrabble strategy? Save the
big value letters? Play what you have
immediately for the biggest points? Try for
the letters that will give you seven-letter
words? Play lots of two-letter words for
points both ways?‖
To which Michelle answered, ―Barack
and I both love Scrabble, and we have long
and extremely competitive games of
Scrabble. So I just cannot give up my
strategy so easily. Barack will use it against
me.‖
Prince Harry and girlfriend
Chelsey
According to Foxnews.com, they like
board games, particularly Scrabble, as ―it
expands the mind.‖
Marianne Limpert, Canadian
swimmer
She won a silver medal in the 200metre individual medley at the 1996
Atlanta Games, and was a swimming
analyst for CBC at the Beijing Olympics.
When asked where she keeps her
Olympic medal now, she replied: ― My
medal is in my apartment in Vancouver on
a shelf in my living room, next to
Scrabble.‖

Moby, 42, musician, DJ and
producer
Richard
Melville Hall, also
known as Moby is
an American DJ,
singer-songwriter
and musician.
He has said:
―Fame is caustic. I
wouldn‘t wish it
on anyone.
Initially, it‘s like you‘ve been invited to the
ultimate party, the one that will make you
happy for the rest of your life, but it
means nothing and answers nothing.
These days, I‘d rather be with an old
friend playing Scrabble than talking to
people I‘ve never heard of at the MTV
Awards.‖

National Champs
Team Trophy
In the last issue the National Champs
results showed that the team trophy was
won by the Kiwi Club. After the
tournament prize-giving it was found that
there were two clubs on the same
number of wins for their top three
players, and this hadn‘t been picked up by
the computer calculation due to an error.
The other team was the Mt Albert
Club team of Pat Bryan, Andrew Bradley
and Hazel Purdie. The executive decided
to award certificates and prize money to
this team as well, instead of the normal
practice of deciding the tie by combined
spread.
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Important lesson
Harry is a good Scrabble player, but for
the last few tournaments he has been having
a terrible run of tiles – racks of either 6-7
vowels or 6-7 consonants. It seems that he
never manages to get a good mixture of
vowels and consonants.
One day, while he‘s cleaning his tiles in
preparation for the next tournament, he
must have given them a special rub, because
suddenly a genie appears.
―I can give you your heart‘s desire,‖ the
genie says. ―What is your wish?‖
―Well,‖ says Harry, after some thought.
―I love playing Scrabble, but I want to have a
bit of control over how I play. I don‘t want
you to make me win, but I‘d just like to be
able to choose whether I draw a vowel or a
consonant out of the bag.‖
That‘s easy,‖ said the genie. ―And,
incidentally, I‘m very impressed that you‘re
not wanting me to give you bonus words all
the time, or find the best play for you.
―Oh, no,‖ says Harry. ―That would take
all the fun out of it.‖
―Well,‘ says the genie, ―next time you‘re
playing in a tournament, whenever you want
a vowel, just quietly say ‗1, 2, 3‘ before you
turn your tile over to put it on the rack. I‘ll
be sitting invisibly on your shoulder, and
when I hear you say that, I‘ll make sure it‘s a
vowel.‖
―And if I want a consonant?‖ asks Harry.
―Just say ‗1, 2, 3, 4‘, the genie tells him.
―When I hear that, I‘ll make sure it‘s a
consonant you put on your rack. But you‘ll
have to tile track carefully, because I can
only use the letters that are still available.‖
So Harry goes along to the next
tournament in a state of anticipation. It just
so happens, that it‘s the New Zealand
Scrabble Championships. The genie is true
to his word: whenever Harry whispers ―1, 2,
3,‖ as he picks the tile up to place on his
rack he gets a vowel, and when he whispers
―1, 2, 3, 4‖ he gets a consonant. He has a
dream run, beating Joanne Craig, Howard
Warner, Jeff Grant, and even Jennifer Smith!

Finally, it‘s the last game of the
tournament, and he‘s playing Nigel Richards.
Both players have the same number of wins,
so everything hangs on this final game.
During the entire game, their scores are
neck and neck, and now that they‘re nearly
down to their last full racks, there is only
one spot for a bonus but it has to start with
an S and can‘t be blocked. It seems like
Nigel‘s last full rack might be full of vowels
as there are a lot still outstanding.
As Harry starts to draw his tiles, he
concludes that Nigel hasn‘t got the last S, as
he hasn‘t rushed to play in the prime spot.
What‘s more, he will have to play as many
letters as possible in order to score well and
reduce his rack, and so will probably have to
empty the bag after his turn.
On this last, all-important tile draw,
Harry asks for more consonants than he
would have liked in order to secure the last
S, and finds himself with E R S T T T, as
he is about to put his last tile on his rack.
His word knowledge is excellent, so he
knows that a consonant would be a disaster,
but that any vowel would give him a bonus
with STOTTER, STRETTA, STRETTE,
STRETTI, STRETTO or STUTTER.
He is very excited at the thought that he
is about to ―knock off‖ the Everest of the
Scrabble world – he‘s just one vowel away
from beating the unconquerable Nigel
Richards! His fingers shake as he touches the
last tile on the table in front of him.
Meanwhile, Nigel has become intrigued
with Harry‘s behaviour. He cannot see the
genie on Harry‘s shoulder, of course, but he
can lip-read. Why‘s Harry doing all that
mouthing of numbers, he wonders. I‘ll take
the wind out of his sails.
So Nigel says, ―One, two, three.‖
Startled, Harry says, ―What are you
saying 1, 2, 3, for?‖
And that, my friends, is why you should
never end a sentence with a preposition.
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PUNctuation
Two Aerials meet on a roof, fell in
love, got married.
The ceremony was rubbish but the
reception was brilliant.
I was in my car, and I was driving
along, and my boss rang up, and said,
―You‘ve been promoted.‖
And I swerved.
And then he rang up a second time and
said, ―You‘ve been promoted again.‖
And I swerved again.
He rang up a third time and said, ―You‘re
managing director.‖
And I went into a tree.
A policeman came up and said, ―What
happened?‖
And I said, ―I careered off the road.‖
Police arrested two kids yesterday,
one was drinking battery acid, and the
other was eating fireworks.
They charged one and let the other one
off.

―Doctor, I can‘t pronounce my Fs, and
THs.‖
―Well you can‘t say fairer than that then.‖
Two blondes walk into a building.
You‘d think at least one of them would
have seen it.
Our ice cream man was found lying on
the floor of his van covered with hundreds
and thousands.
Police say that he topped himself.
When you‘ve seen one shopping
centre, you‘ve seen a mall.
Bakers trade bread recipes on a knead
to know basis.
A thief who stole a calendar got
twelve months.

- thanks to the Christchurch Club for the last
three

I had a ploughman‘s lunch the other
day.
He wasn‘t very happy.
I bought some HP sauce the other day.
It‘s costing me 6c a month for the next
two years.
Phone answering machine message:
―. . . if you want to buy marijuana, press
the hash key . . .‖
I went to the butchers the other day
and I bet him 50 quid that he couldn‘t
reach the meat off the top shelf.
He said, ―No, the steaks are too high.‖
My friend drowned in a bowl of
muesli.
A strong currant pulled him in.

“Sticks and stones may break
my bones, but words will never
hurt me!”
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Scrabble history
Criss Cross: Swedish Scrabble
ripoff
Dr Martin Rundkvist, a Swedish
archaeologist, writes on his website,
http://scienceblogs.com/aardvarchaeology:
Scrabble was first published in 1948.
Shortly thereafter, it was ripped off for
the Swedish market by a firm named
Lemeco, under the tell-tale Anglophone
title Criss* Cross. The main difference
between the ripoff and the original is that
individual letters don‘t have point values in
Criss Cross: instead you get five points
per vowel and ten per consonant.
Criss Cross does not bear a printing
year. I date it at about 1950, because my
copy still contains the notebook where
my dad and his kid sister recorded their
games. A signature of my dad‘s in the
notebook looks like the handwriting of an
under 10-year-old, which would place it
before 1954.

Rude words
- by H D Best

Mrs. Digby told me that when she
lived in London with her sister Mrs.
Brooke, they were every now and then
honoured by the visits of Dr. Johnson. He
called on them one day soon after the
publication of his immortal dictionary. The
two ladies paid him due compliments on
the occasion. Amongst other topics of
praise they very much commended the
omission of all naughty words. ‗What, my
dears! then you have been looking for
them?‘ said the moralist. The ladies,
confused at being thus caught, dropped
the subject of the dictionary.

From Personal and Literary Memorials, i
vol., 8vo. London, 1829, pp. 11,62, 63,65
Footnote:
Howard Warner reports that Mattel
has been asking Scrabblers around the
world to consider which of their native
words might be considered ‗rude‘. This is
so that Mattel can develop a Scrabble
software filter for online Scrabble.
Scrabble software sales are not
restricted by age. Software users will have
the choice as to whether they play with
the censored dictionary or the
uncensored one. (Mattel is not
considering censoring the official Scrabble
word list!)
I don’t think so!
- from an advertisement forRosehill College
Community Education Department
Would you like to learn a new
language or musical instrument? Keen to
try out some techniques to distress and
relax?
No, thanks!
[Sorry, I can’t remember who sent this to me.
– Ed.]
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Trans Tasman Tournament 2008
Every two years, Australia and New
Zealand compete in the Trans-Tasman
event, pitting Australia's top twelve
players against New Zealand's top twelve.
In 2008, the competition will be held from
28-30 November in Sydney. The two
teams play each other twice over the
three days and the winner is the team that
scores the most wins.
The New Zealand team is selected
from up to two wild card entries from top
players that are not on the rankings list,
and the remaining places are filled from

the available top players on the rankings
list following the National Championships.
This year a number of eligible players
were not available for various reasons and
the final place was competed for by two
players who were both on the same rating
— Liz Fagerlund won the play-off over
Lawson Sue in a best of nine game event.
The team is pictured below in order of
current rating..
Keep your eye out for results on the
web site.

Patrick Carter

Steven Brown

Kris Saether

Glennis Hale

Liz Fagerlund

Mike Sigley

John Foster

Glenda Foster

Val Mills

Paul Lister

Debbie Caldwell

Marianne Bentley
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Solutions
What am I? (from page 34)
The letter E.
Twenty years ago (from page 23)
The 1988 Glennis list
CRYSTAL
MYSTIFY
GHASTLY
KNIGHTS
MYSTERY
VYINGLY
SCHNAOPS
DYNASTY
SIXTHLY
SCHMELZ
PSYCHIC
SYMPTOM
The 2008 Jethro list
LOSLYFS
SKYSURF
SNIFFLY
BUSHFLY
CWTCHED
GYMSLIP
PHYLLID
FLYHAND
SYNTENY
STYLOPS
HRYVNAS
FLYBACK

LIGHTLY
CRYPTIC
PHARYNX
SHYSTER

THRILLS
TWELFTH
CORNFLY
HYBRIDS

DRYWELL
ACRYLYL
SCRORPS
SCHLONG

GLYPTAL
WORMFLY
GYTTJAS
HRYVNYA

Unscrabble* this nursery rhyme (from page 11)
Little (diminutive) Jack (device for raising) Horner (dealer of horns or bony growths)
Sat (placed) in (cool, trendy) a (one) corner (force into an inescapable position)
Eating (gormandising) his (that which is possessed by him) Christmas (at yuletide)
Pie (an especially badly bowled ball)
He put (expressed something in a certain manner) in (inside) his thumb (pollex)
And (also) pulled (injured by overuse) out (into the open air) a (one) plum (desirable
thing)
And (in addition) said (mentioned earlier) what (such) a (an) good (ethical) boy
(stripling)
Am (before noon) I (i, the square root of an imaginary number).

Tournament Calendar
Tournament

Place
Mt Albert
Auckland
Golden Bay
Takaka
20th Norfolk Island Scrabble Festival
Norfolk Island
Wanganui
Wanganui
Rodney
Warkworth
Otago Open
Dunedin
Trans Tasman Challenge #
Sydney, Australia
Kiwi
Hamilton
Causeway Challenge #
Johor Bahru, Malysia
Causeway Challenge open section
Johor Bahru, Malysia
ACC Masters Games
Wanganui
Rotorua
Rotorua
Wellington
Wellington
NZ Masters #
Rotorua
# entry restricted to qualifiers

Dates
4-5 October
4-5 October
12-19 October
25-26 October
8 November
15-16 November
28-30 November
29 November
3-7 December
4-7 December
7-8 February 2009
28 February - 1 March
14-15 March
11-13 April
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Rankings
NZASP Rankings list as at 15 September
2008
Rank Name
Rating Wins Games
%
Rank Name
Rating Wins Games
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

Howard Warner
Jeff Grant
Joanne Craig
Blue Thorogood
Steven Brown
Andrew Bradley
Rogelio Talosig
Kristian Saether
Glennis Hale
Lynne Butler
Liz Fagerlund
Mike Sigley
John Foster
Glenda Foster
Chris Hooks
Val Mills
Paul Lister
Debbie Caldwell
Janice Cherry
Ann Hough
Marianne Bentley
Peter Jones
Lynne Powell
Shirley van Essen
Denise Gordon
Lawson Sue
Glenyss Buchanan
Murray Rogers
Pam Robson
Helen Sillis
Rosemary Cleary
Amelia Carrington
Selena Chan
Ian Patterson
Rosalind Phillips
Jennifer Smith
Lynn Wood
Allie Quinn
David Gunn
Frank Robinson
Joan Thomas
June Mackwell
Margie Hurly

2040
2031
2008
1988
1959
1950
1934
1932
1908
1903
1831
1822
1821
1821
1776
1775
1773
1763
1732
1722
1721
1703
1701
1696
1687
1685
1677
1656
1649
1647
1646
1641
1639
1618
1604
1586
1580
1565
1519
1513
1503
1494
1477

1137
1357
159
347
694.5
595
310.5
32
1166.5
743
697
789
1112
743
771.5
710
664.5
390.5
302
400.5
223
696
790.5
288
595
228.5
511
394.5
455
601
511
225
202
140
284.5
647
1113.5
787.5
954
150.5
615.5
545
226

1574
1765
240
504
1279
1146
510
55
2070
1204
1317
1104
1942
1442
1596
1508
1139
642
567
813
490
1411
1555
544
1191
425
1088
768
995
1177
1106
390
352
243
531
1304
2361
1620
1914
290
1220
1255
420

72%
77%
66%
69%
54%
52%
61%
58%
56%
62%
53%
71%
57%
52%
48%
47%
58%
61%
53%
49%
46%
49%
51%
53%
50%
54%
47%
51%
46%
51%
46%
58%
57%
58%
54%
50%
47%
49%
50%
52%
50%
43%
54%

44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86

Karyn McDougall
Maureen Holliday
Hazel Purdie
Andree Prentice
Roger Coates
Faye Cronhelm
Shirley Martin
Yoon Kim Fong
Betty Eriksen
Delcie Macbeth
Anderina McLean
Clare Ruckstuhl
Jean O'Brien
Irene Smith
John Baird
Ruth Groffman
Pam Barlow
Pat Bryan
Kaite Hansen
Glenda Geard
Leila Thomson
Ernie Gidman
Shirley Hol
Olivia Godfrey
Marian Ross
Chris Higgins
Ella Rushton
Steve Richards
Mary Gray
Vicky Robertson
Samantha Samuels
Lorraine Van Veen
Ann Candler
Yvette Hewlett
Marianne Patchett
Ray Goodyear
Scott Chaput
Allison Torrance
Elaine Moltzen
Lyn Dawson
Margaret Cherry
Katrina Allen
Dianne Cole-Baker

1475
1458
1449
1446
1432
1423
1420
1416
1399
1396
1395
1391
1375
1370
1370
1366
1357
1356
1352
1344
1323
1312
1312
1312
1312
1297
1290
1289
1274
1253
1239
1236
1234
1217
1210
1200
1189
1185
1184
1177
1169
1156
1155

555.5
535
680.5
704
509
648
557
363
794.5
583
179.5
157
764
66
93
316.5
417
90
140
771.5
414
271
429
272
375.5
58
152
176
271.5
40
138
618
599.5
313.5
226.5
166
48
233
449
286
367
63
162.5

1046
1036
1370
1373
1084
1295
1067
691
1589
1107
304
294
1496
124
158
631
815
149
250
1563
939
537
912
478
754
82
241
358
512
71
270
1229
1278
659
436
336
87
438
901
521
742
113
296

%

53%
52%
50%
51%
47%
50%
52%
53%
50%
53%
59%
53%
51%
53%
59%
50%
51%
60%
56%
49%
44%
50%
47%
57%
50%
71%
63%
49%
53%
56%
51%
50%
47%
48%
52%
49%
55%
53%
50%
55%
49%
56%
55%
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Rank Name
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135

Su Walker
Lyn Toka
Shirley Wyatt
Carolyn Kyle
Rhoda Cashman
Roger Cole-Baker
Lynn Carter
Correne James
Connie Flores
Carole Coates
Karen Gray
Margaret Lyall
Jean Boyle
Barbara Dunn
Shirley Morrison
Suzanne Frederick
Gabrielle Bolt
Paul Freeman
Liz Catchpole
Liz Richards
Valma Gidman
Colleen Cook
Agnes Rowland
Judith Thomas
Yvonne MacKenzie
Nola Borrell
Jena Yousif
Chris Handley
Catherine Henry
Gordon Pinchin
Michael Groffman
Sheila Reed
Joan Pratt
Bev Barker
Jacqueline
Coldham-Fussell
Jo Ann Ingram
Chris Day
Cicely Bruce
Veronica Zilinskas
Rosemary Wauters
Roto Mitchell
Heather Landon
Jan Evans
Tim Henneveld
Thelma Chisholm
Olwen Skelton
Kate Wignall
Susi Nicholson
Bernice Hyde

Rating Wins
1135
1123
1116
1114
1106
1106
1084
1073
1070
1068
1040
1029
1018
1014
1010
1008
1002
996
984
979
957
955
936
934
930
919
906
905
892
887
879
874
873
868

599
388.5
394.5
438
680.5
177.5
296
561
109.5
440.5
106
383.5
275.5
130.5
74.5
120
229.5
47.5
330.5
181.5
538.5
173.5
47
62
340.5
62.5
227.5
266
255.5
157.5
167.5
102
560
436.5

858
842
831
822
814
807
805
795
770
768
751
744
741
729
711

429
95.5
37
38
142.5
83.5
415
158
79
176
172.5
443
631.5
43.5
170.5

Games

%

1188
745
852
881
1419
336
551
1170
170
895
191
782
493
216
159
207
452
94
675
356
1061
354
85
131
736
114
458
503
476
313
344
215
1074
900

50%
52%
46%
50%
48%
53%
54%
48%
64%
49%
55%
49%
56%
60%
47%
58%
51%
51%
49%
51%
51%
49%
55%
47%
46%
55%
50%
53%
54%
50%
49%
47%
52%
49%

889
184
72
54
247
155
814
315
172
408
366
923
1260
70
325

48%
52%
51%
70%
58%
54%
51%
50%
46%
43%
47%
48%
50%
62%
52%

Annette Coombes
Rank Name
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172

Annette Coombes
Kathleen Mori-Barker
Alison Holmes
Jean Wacker
Suzanne Harding
Rahimah Abdullah
Dorothy Haining
Herb Ramsay
Bev Edwards
Roslyn Lister
Marc Van Hoecke
Karen Miller
Pam Muirhead
Judy Driscoll
Anthea Jones
Pauline Smeaton
Margaret Hanson
Maria Barker
Anne Scatchard
Alison Vautier
Janny Henneveld
Lynn Thompson
Margaret Miller
Paula Gibbons
Sue Mayn
Noelene Bettjeman
Betty Sutherland
Betty Wilson
Judith Bach
Jean Craib
Ruth Godwin
Margaret Durdle
Bev Griffin
Anne-Louise Milne
Di Barritt
Antonia Aarts
Trish Fox

Rating Wins
708
707
680
675
662
660
659
652
650
619
598
588
575
556
555
554
551
547
530
527
513
510
499
474
471
443
437
420
399
390
347
339
308
286
272
251
0

437
251.5
87
191
87
22.5
449
29
58.5
255.5
53
367.5
27.5
12.5
98
240
423
62
58
31
184.5
86.5
64
346
88
138
190
253.5
41
289
36
148.5
56
31
44.5
15
7

Games

968
528
156
369
183
56
905
43
106
508
113
751
45
56
187
470
867
151
105
100
408
196
167
730
243
304
445
513
90
627
127
315
158
198
125
47
65

%

45%
48%
56%
52%
48%
40%
50%
67%
55%
50%
47%
49%
61%
22%
52%
51%
49%
41%
55%
31%
45%
44%
38%
47%
36%
45%
43%
49%
46%
46%
28%
47%
35%
16%
36%
32%
11%
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Tournament Results
Whangarei Club Tournament
5-6 July 2008
13 Games
Name
Grade A
1 Andrew Bradley
2 Glennis Hale
3 Kris Saether
4 Howard Warner
5 Liz Fagerlund
6 Janice Cherry
7 John Foster
8 Lawson Sue
9 Jennifer Smith
10 Allie Quinn
11 Peter Jones
12 Joan Thomas
13 David Gunn
14 Shirley Martin
Grade B
1 Margie Hurly
2 Rosalind Phillips
3 Anderina McLean
4 Rebecca Freeth
5 Olivia Godfrey
6 June Mackwell
7 Hazel Purdie
8 Ernie Gidman
9 Margaret Cherry
10 Kate Wignall
11 Lynn Carter
12 Valma Gidman
13 Jean Boyle
14 Annette Coombes
Grade C
1 Cicely Bruce
2 Heather Landon
3 Dorothy Haining
4 Bev Edwards
5 Pauline Smeaton
6 Sue Mayn
7 Maria Barker
8 Suzanne Harding
9 Lynn Thompson

Club

Wins

Spread

Ave

MTA
IND
MTA
MTA
MTA
IND
IND
PAK
HAM
WRE
HAM
HAS
WKP
HAM

11
10
10
9
9
7
7
7
5
5
3
3
3
2

1000
727
698
1164
694
12
-83
-108
-312
-481
-390
-418
-1450
-1053

430
421
424
472
411
401
391
392
385
368
375
369
353
325

WRE
MTA
MTA
ROD
WEL
NSB
MTA
ROD
PAK
MTA
NSB
ROD
WAN
WKP

10
10
9
9
8
7
7
7
6
6
4
4
3
1

601
538
708
685
541
326
268
-503
61
-343
-284
-975
-350
-1273

433
398
398
405
412
390
384
361
366
358
370
335
363
328

WRE
TGA
ROD
WRE
TGA
ROD
WKP
WRE
WRE

10
10
8
8
8
6
6
6
5

1032
956
456
269
36
-108
-237
-294
-59

399
389
357
360
344
346
332
340
346

Andrew Bradley,
A Grade winner at Whangarei
Name
10 Anne Scatchard
11 Kate Leslie
12 Lorna Smith

Club
WRE
ROD
WRE

Wins
5
5
1

Spread
-290
-534
-1227

Ave
316
316
271

Hamilton Club Tournament
9-10 August
13 games
Name
Grade A
1 Howard Warner
2 Joanne Craig
3 Liz Fagerlund
4 Rogelio Talosig
5 Kris Saether
6 Glennis Hale
7 John Foster
8 Val Mills
9 Lawson Sue
10 Chris Hooks
11 Jennifer Smith
12 Lynne Powell
13 Pam Robson
14 Glenda Foster
Grade B
1 Helen Sillis
2 Lynn Wood
3 Rosalind Phillips
4 Peter Jones

Club

Wins

Spread

Ave

MTA
CHC
MTA
IND
MTA
IND
IND
PAK
PAK
MTA
HAM
HBC
IND
WEL

11
10
10
9
8
7
7
5
5
5
5
4
3
2

1345
827
264
360
398
435
-227
-82
-360
-375
-392
-592
-655
-946

472
450
425
416
430
433
396
402
387
390
387
386
374
373

NPL
WEL
MTA
HAM

9
8
8
7

302
684
178
452

394
416
395
426
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Name
Club
Wins
5 Allie Quinn
WRE
7
6 Hazel Purdie
MTA
7
7 Faye Cronhelm
IND
7
8 Shirley Martin
HAM 7
9 Joan Thomas
HAS
7
10 June Mackwell
NSB
6
11 Sheila Green
England 5
12 Roger Coates
KIW
5
13 David Gunn
WKP
4
14 Delcie Macbeth
IND
4
Grade C
1 Olivia Godfrey
WEL 11
2 Leanne Field
IND
9
3 Mary Gray
MTA
9
4 Betty Eriksen
WAN 8
5 Glenda Geard
IND
8
6 Lyn Toka
KIW
6
7 Anderina McLean
MTA
6
8 Ann Candler
NSB
6
9 Elaine Moltzen
KIW
6
10 Su Walker
MTA
6
11 Shirley Wyatt
MTA
5
12 Lorraine Van Veen IND
5
13 Carole Coates
KIW
4
14 Liz Catchpole
MTA
2
Grade D
1 Val Flint
HAM 10
2 Jena Yousif
KIW 10
3 Cicely Bruce
WRE
9
4 Catherine Henry
TGA
9
5 Heather Landon
TGA
8
6 Suzanne Harding
WRE
7

Spread
262
247
71
-63
-199
-113
-25
-767
-483
-546

Ave
409
405
379
375
390
370
397
356
377
373

1562
421
-108
98
-8
257
-8
-13
-121
-130
-38
-454
-507
-915

453
409
382
387
388
396
402
391
378
390
372
372
367
340

779
591
792
290
206
-263

421
398
398
377
376
351

Val Flint, D Grade winner at Hamilton

Clare Ruckstuhl,
B Grade winner at Kapiti
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Name
Jacqueline
Coldham-Fussell
Annette Coombes
Jean Wacker
Anne Scatchard
Lynn Thompson
Kate Wignall
Maria Barker
Bev Griffin

Club

Wins

Spread

Ave

6
6
5
5
5
4
4
3

95
-43
-154
-439
-445
-285
-472
-652

374
373
365
325
323
361
329
314

Wins

Spread

Ave

KAP
WEL
WAN
WEL
WAN
WAN
NEL
HAM

13
11
7
6
6
6
5
2

947
605
169
-126
-216
-498
174
-1055

461
422
412
376
381
370
399
361

WEL
HAS
WAN
WEL
IND

9
8
8
6
6

433
501
102
-120
-267

402
413
367
399
374

KIW
WKP
TGA
WRE
WRE
MTA
WKP
TGA

Kapiti Club Tournament
23-24 August
14 Games
Name
A Grade
1 Steven Brown
2 Glenda Foster
3 Mike Sigley
4 Lynn Wood
5 Denise Gordon
6 Rosemary Cleary
7 Murray Rogers
8 Jennifer Smith
B Grade
1 Clare Ruckstuhl
2 Joan Thomas
3 Betty Eriksen
4 Vicky Robertson
5 Yvette Hewlett

Club
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Name
Club
6 Olivia Godfrey
WEL
7 Leila Thomson
LOH
8 Pam Barlow *
PAK
C Grade
1 Pat Grant
IND
2 Suzanne Frederick WAN
3 Judith Thomas
WEL
4 Agnes Rowland
KAP
5 Nola Borrell
IND
6 Roto Mitchell
WAN
7 Sheila Reed
WEL
8 Rahimah Abdullah KAP
9 Thelma Chisholm
WEL
10 Karen Brookes
NEL
11 Judy Driscoll
KAP
12 Alison Vautier
KAP
13 Anne Smith *
KAP
14 Margaret Brown
KAP

Wins
5
4
3

Spread
-324
-199
-126

Ave
366
384
365

11
11
10
10
10
8
8
8
7
5
4
4
1
1

834
798
437
359
334
530
296
131
-67
-634
-516
-811
-346
-1345

375
399
384
376
373
376
375
366
352
305
336
329
319
277

* These players withdrew after 7 games

Tauranga Club Tournament
6-7 September
13 Games
Name
Club
Grade A
1 Howard Warner
MTA
2 Glennis Hale
IND
3 Peter Jones
HAM
4 Andrew Bradley
MTA
5 Val Mills
PAK
6 Chris Hooks
MTA
7 John Foster
IND
8 Liz Fagerlund
MTA
9 Marianne Bentley TGA
10 Rosalind Phillips
MTA
11 Amelia Carrington IND
12 Lawson Sue
PAK
13 Jennifer Smith
HAM
14 Lynn Wood
WEL
Grade B
1 David Gunn
WKP
2 Joan Thomas
HAS
3 June Mackwell
NSB
4 Yoon Kim Fong
KIW
5 Anderina McLean
MTA

Wins

Spread

Ave

12
9
8
8
7.5
7
6.5
6
6
5
5
4
4
3

1200
575
731
174
189
521
-126
220
-575
-565
-621
-284
-605
-834

460
417
432
408
409
426
383
412
394
364
372
400
366
369

9
9
9
8
8

704
586
347
343
271

429
413
386
397
399

Name
Club
6 Betty Eriksen
WAN
7 Hazel Purdie
MTA
8 Olivia Godfrey
WEL
9 Glenda Geard
IND
10 Ernie Gidman
ROD
11 Faye Cronhelm
IND
12 Shirley Martin
HAM
13 Mary Gray
MTA
14 Elaine Moltzen
KIW
Grade C
1 Dianne Cole-Baker MTA
2 Roger Cole-Baker MTA
3 Su Walker
MTA
4 Lyn Toka
KIW
5 Lynn Carter
NSB
6 Rhoda Cashman
HBC
7 Shirley Morrison
TGA
8 Valma Gidman
ROD
9 Catherine Henry
TGA
10 Jacqueline
Coldham-Fussell
KIW
11 Jena Yousif
KIW
12 Jo Ann Ingram
TGA
13 Chris Day
TGA
14 Tim Henneveld
ROT
Grade D
1 Rosemary Wauters TGA
2 Annette Coombes
WKP
3 Pam Muirhead
HBC
4 June Dowling
HBC
5 Pauline Smeaton
TGA
6 Maria Barker
WKP
7 Kaye Hubner
TGA

Wins
7
7
6
6
6
5
5
4
2

Spread
0
-136
176
-155
-328
-238
-328
-228
-1014

Ave
374
391
395
389
381
402
363
372
356

10
9.5
9
8
8
7.5
7.5
6
5

575
691
693
474
94
142
-60
-247
-333

391
411
413
399
384
390
364
350
352

5
4.5
4
4
3

-523
-451
-181
-340
-534

367
356
357
356
329

12
9.5
7.5
7
7
7
7

603
556
54
404
51
-9
-113

375
392
351
376
350
340
350

Dianne and Roger Cole-Baker, first and
second in C grade at Tauranga
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Bev Griffen,
second in E Grade at Tauranga
Name
8 Janny Henneveld
9 Richard Cornelius
10 Sue Mayn
11 Noelene Bettjeman
12 Maggie Bentley
13 Margaret Durdle
14 Ruth Godwin
Grade E
1 Steve Pearson
2 Bev Griffin
3 Robyn Whalley
4 Antonia Aarts
5 Lyn Blow
6 Hazel Smith
7 Valerie Scott
8 Mary Beech
9 Geoff Bonser
10 Maureen Rippey
11 Jeannie Lambert

Club
ROT
TGA
ROD
HBC
ROT
TGA
ROT

Wins
6.5
6
5.5
5
5
3
3

Spread
-33
113
-249
69
-323
-555
-568

Ave
332
339
326
343
311
318
315

TGA
TGA
IND
MTA
TGA
TGA
TGA
TGA
TGA
TGA
ROT

10
9
9
8
8
8
7
7
7
4
1

697.67
631.58
286
122.42
49.833
24.917
46.583
-7.5833
-210.36
-497.55
-1202.5

353
357
350
328
323
319
345
326
311
279
270

Name
Club
6 Karyn McDougall
DUN
7 John Baird
CHC
8 Ruth Groffman
DUN
B Grade
1 Kaite Hansen
CHC
2 Shirley Hol
CHC
3 Marian Ross
DUN
4 Olivia Godfrey
WEL
5 Allison Torrance
CHC
6 Ray Goodyear
CHC
7 Lyn Dawson
CHC
8 Katrina Allen
NEL
C Grade
1 Malcolm Graham
CHC
2 Carolyn Kyle
DUN
3 Connie Flores
CHC
4 Margaret Lyall
CHC
5 Karen Gray
DUN
6 Gabrielle Bolt
CHC
7 Yvonne Mackenzie CHC
8 Colleen Cook
CHC
D Grade
1 Veronica Zilinskas CHC
2 Alison Holmes
CHC
3 Herb Ramsay
CHC
4 Kathleen Mori-Barker CHC
5 Roslyn Lister
CHC
6 Kerry McKenna
CHC
7 Betty Sutherland
CHC
8 Jean Craib
CHC
9 Anne Holmes
CHC
10 Betty Wilson
CHC
11 Di Barritt
CHC
12 Trish Fox
CHC

Wins
5
3
2

Spread
4
-439
-1022

Ave
377
373
341

10
8
8
8
6
6
5
5

13
422
404
171
-4
-125
-337
-544

368
398
390
378
389
356
364
357

9
9
8
7
7
6
5
5

359
135
-46
51
-204
315
-303
-307

384
384
370
386
362
376
349
368

11
10.5
10
10
9
9
6
5
5
5
2.5
1

1069
149
1060
855
651
594
-670
-335
-342
-965
-647
-1419

400
349
396
407
374
379
297
336
322
293
304
263

Christchurch Club Tournament
13-14 September
14 Games
Name
A Grade
1 Paul Lister
2 Shirley Van Essen
3 Murray Rogers
4 Selena Chan
5 Ian Patterson

Club
CHC
CHC
NEL
CHC
DUN

Wins
10
10
9
9
8

Spread

Ave

363
215
454
237
188

399
396
406
395
401

Kathleen Mori-Barker,
fourth in D Grade at Christchurch
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NZ Scrabble Records
Record

Tournament Level

Club Level

Highest Game Score
Highest Losing Score
Highest Drawn Game

Score
717
513
487

Score
763
521
482
347

Player (Club)
John Foster (MTA)
June Mackwell (MTA)
Margaret Warren (HAS) &
Jeff Grant (HAS)
Neil Talbot (WEL)

Ruth O’Neill (NPL)

261

John Foster (MTA)

1078

Howard Warner (CAP) &
David Lloyd (MTA)

1106

Dawn Kitzen (PHC) &
Chris Hooks (MTA)

Largest Winning Margin

493

Mike Sigley (WAN)

577

Peter Sinton (DUN)

Highest Take– off
Most Bonus Words (3 Game
Session)

54

Lisa McLean (IND)

68
14

Andrew Bradley (MTA)
Jeff Grant (IND)

Highest 3– Game Aggregate

—

—

1805

Nigel Richards (CHC)

Highest Single Turn

221

Highest Single Turn Non–
bonus

135

Highest Combined Score

Player (Club)
Mike Sigley (WAN)
Jeff Grant (HAS)
Lynne Wood (WEL) &
Debbie Caldwell (NEL)
Sheryl Davidson (PAK)
Lisa McLean (IND)
Jeff Grant (IND)

Most Consecutive Bonus
Words

5

Allie Quinn (NSB)

5

John Foster (MTA)
Patrick Carter (MTA)

Most Bonus Words in Game
(1 person)

6

Nigel Richards (CHC)
Yvette Hewlett (IND)

7

Jeff Grant (IND)

Most Bonus Words in Game
(2 people)

8

Mike Sigley (WAN) &
Glenyss Buchanan (LOH)
Nigel Richards (CHC) &
John Foster (IND)

8

Dawn Kitzen (PHC) &
Chris Hooks (MTA)

Highest Average Single
Tournament (Any Grade)

584

Nigel Richards (CHC)

—

—

New Zealand Masters (23 Games)
Most Games Won

Jeff Grant (HAS) 21 (1993, 1997), Mike Sigley (WAN) 21 2002

Highest Aggregate

Nigel Richards (CHC) 11,103 (1999)

Most Bonus Words

Nigel Richards (CHC) 61 (1998)

Highest Spread

Howard Warner (MTA) +2410 (2000)
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Contact Information
Clubs
(Nth to Sth)

Contact
Person

Phone

Email

Meeting
Day/Time

Please contact the contact person to find out the meeting venue
Whangarei (WRE)
Rodney (ROD)
Hibiscus Coast (HBC)
Nth Shore Bays (NSB)
Mt Albert (MTA)
Pakuranga/Howick (PAK)

Bev Edwards
Linda Moore
Joan Pratt
Marge Dalzell
Kate Wignall
Jeanette Owler

09 430 2832
09 425 4959
09 426 4521
09 478 6248
09 625 0147
09 534 4453

Papatoetoe/Holy Cross (PHC)
Hamilton (HAM)
Kiwi (KIW)
Waikato Phoenix (WKP)
Mt Maunganui /Papamoa
(MMP)
Tauranga (TGA)
Tokoroa (TOK)
Waitara (WTA)
New Plymouth (NPL)
Pukekura (PUK)
Stratford (STR)
Hastings (HAS)
Wanganui (WAN)
Masterton (MAS)
Lower Hutt (LOH)
Kapiti (KAP)
Wellington (WEL)
Nelson (NEL)
Christchurch (CHC)

May Meads
Jillian Greening
Elaine Moltzen
Annette Coombes
Ngaire Steel

09 278 5155
07 843 7652
07 843 5108
07 855 9970
07 542 1035

Stan Skinner
Lesley Edgeler
Trixie Neil
Lynne Butler
Mary Waite
Sharon Clarke
Yvonne Wilson
Rosemary Cleary
Hilda Scott
Glenyss Buchanan
Graeme Brown
Lynn Wood
Steve Richards
Margaret Lyall

07 572 0866
07 886 8374
06 754 8745
06 755 2134
06 757 8654
06 765 5653
06 878 8229
06 347 1837
06 378 2663
04 569 5433
04 297 0720
04 387 2581
03 544 0475
03 332 5963

Dunedin (DUN)

Chris Handley

03 464 0199

Forwords Editor

Jennifer Smith

Layout Editor
Forwords distribution
Webmaster

Glenda Foster

95B Howell Avenue
Hamilton 3216
1 Walters Street
Lower Hutt 5011

wignallc@hotmail.com

Thurs 1pm
Mon 1pm
Mon 1pm
Tues 10am
Fri 7.15pm
Tues 12.30pm
Thurs 7pm
Mon 1pm
Tues 7pm
Thurs 7pm/1pm alt
Alt Weds 7pm
Alt Weds
Tues 9.00am
Wed 1.00pm
Saturday
Thurs 9.45am
Tues 1pm
Mon 7pm

lynnwood@paradise.net.nz

Phone
Email
Phone
Fax
Email

www.scrabble.org.nz

Tues 7.30pm
Mon 7pm
Tues 7pm
2nd Wed of mth
Fri 6.45pm
Wed 12.45pm
Tues 7pm

07 856 5358
jennifersmith@xtra.co.nz
04 567 1590
04 567 9305 (telephone first)
fostergb@ihug.co.nz
glenda.foster@scrabble.org.nz

